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THE FHYSIOAL BACK ROMDOR HORE KONG
Hong Kong is sitnated on the south-east coact of China.
It lies within the Trepics,being less than one tunered miles south
of the Troopic of Cancer.It lioc between lstisnce 22 do rees 9' and
22 degrees 37'N and longitude 113 degrees 52' and 114 degrees 30'E.
The isiand of Hong Kong and the Kowloon Peninsule are about 90 miles
south east of Canton and 40 miles east of macau.
The area of Hong Kong Island,Kowloon Peninsuala and the
New Territories can best be shown by the following table:
TAHLE I.1 THE ESEA OF HONG KONG
LAND DISERIOT,1966 BY-Gensus In Acres 96
Whole Colony 255,616.9 100.00
Hong Kong Island 18.SA1.3 7.31
Central 245.5 0.10
Sheung wan 148,2 0.06
West 338.3 0.14
Mid Levels,Pok Fu Lam and Feak 3,410.1 1.33
wan Ghai 222.8 0.09
Tai Hang 721.5 0.26
North Point 775.9 0.30
Shan Ki Wan 1,499.9 0.59
Aberdeen and South 11,294.8 4.42
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Kowloon 2,425.5 0.95
Tsim Sha Tsui 396.8 0.16
Yau Ma Tei 400.1 0.16
Mong Kek 291.5 0.11
Hung Hom 634.8 0.25
Ho Man Tin 702.2 0.27
New Kowloon 8,148.5 3.19
Cheung Sha Wan 1,163.6 0.45
Shek Kip Mei 664.2 0.26
Kowloon Tong 503.5 0.20
Kai Tak
2,378.3 0.93
Ngau Tau Kok and Lei Yue Mun 3,438.7 1.35
Tsuen Wan,Tsing Yi and Ma Wan 16,892.1 6.61
Yuen Long 54,844.1 21.46
Tai Po 82,350.4 32.21
Islands, Sai Kung South and
Hang Hau 72,275.1 28.27
Source: Report of the By-Census, 1966
At present,the most congested part of Hong Kong is Sheung
wan, the number of persons per acre reaches 67O. Wanchai is the second
most densely populated zone. (657/acre) The following table shows the
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population percentage of different distriets of Hong Kong
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Structurally and geologically, Hong Kong benA .rs resemblance
to South China Massif, one of the oldest land areas in China. The
truc'tural trend of Hong Kong is NE - SW. This trend is well
exemplified by the Lantau Mountains, Ma On Shan, Kowloon Peak, Pat Sin
Range and the Tai rho Shari Numerous inlets and coves, e-g. the Tide
Cove, the Plover Cove, also exhibit such trend. However the nountain
ranges of Hong Kong find no such feature, Hong Kong is neary cut
into 2 parts by the E -W running- mountain ranges. These mountain
ranges present a barrier to climate and communication
Three main types of rocks; namely granites, Volcanics and
porphyries axe pre sont in abundance in Hon Kong The lofty peaks of
Hong Kong are mainly composed of porphyritic rocks which are most
resistent to erosion, Tai Mo Shan Lantau Peak are two typical examples
Granitic rockshowever are weaker and are more easily eroded The
foothills of Hong Kong Island,the Low Hills of Kowloon and the
Castle Peak are mainly made up of granites. Thone hills provide
gentler slopes for buildings.
The Souther-part and the peak of Hong Kong are mainly
composed of volcanic rocks. The harder nature of these rocks results
in steeper slopes, which prohibit residential blocks to be constructed.
A study of the Land Use map of Hong Kong will show the gradual
disappearance of buildings above Conduit Bosd. The line of demarcation
follows the break of slopes caused by the change of granite to
volcantcs.
With the exception of Un Long and Pat Sin, Tai Po and some
small coastal strips, sedimentary rocks are largely absent. Most of
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these sedinenvary rocks are of recent fluvial origin. in
un Long here rocks form the largest lowland region of Hong Kong
.sewhere lowland . is limited to a few fluvial flats near Happy
Valley avid jai Hart and small strips of coastal lowlands are found
along the coasts of Hong Kong and Kowloon (e.g.Hunghom,Tsimshatsui,
Central District, wanchai., Kennedy Town etc ) These Iiinited
stretcLies of coastal 1owlrttds constituce the commercial centres of
the Hong Kong Island and the Kowloon Feninsula. Othe feces of
coastal lowland are rec are reelaimed from the sea and are lzxgely man-made
features
The coast of song Kong is of a complex nature.the general
subsidence of the area. in early iaes was followed recently by a
reverse movenen upuards aised beaches, platforms and sea caves
are commoncoastal features in Hong Kong .For exwiple, Fui 0 and
heung Sha in southern Lantao are famous for, these f'eatu -es.
During the Plcistocertt period, the south coast of china
including Hong Kong. was draowned .Bays and inlets, e. g. the Tolo
Channel were formed. The general absence of the lower courses of
rivers and the many short swife running riverlets illustrates this
fact very well, Further .evidence of oustatic or isostatic changes
in recent geological times is shown by the highty irregular coastlines.
By planimetuic measurement, the build-up area on the island,,
extending last. and wost from Victoria,, is just over 2 square criles
The process of reclamation took place first along the
Contral Diatrict., later on it spread westwards Keclamation took place
6in Kennedy Town in 1886 when commercial progress nee
construction of godowns. Tn 1904, possible sites for roclam.
in the western part of the Colony were fully explcited and reclamation
extended eastward to he Naval Yard. Arter 1904. reclamation programmes
were shifted to Kowloon where population and economic growth were rapid.
The mountainous terrain of Hong Kong limits agriculural,
industrial and commercial development. In 1966, oply about 6.67%
of the total area of Hong Kong was used for residential, c mmercial
and industrial purposes. Nearly two-third of the land use were
classified under the item 'scrubland and grassland'. Afforested area,
woodland and badland constitutes another16.3% Reclamation therefore
is urgently needed in Hong Kong to provide sitesfor factories and
commercial builaings.
ABLE I. 3 RECLAMATION PROGRAMME
1841 33 marine lotson the ialand amounting to 9 acres
1868 Between wilmer street andBonnam strand(8% acres)
1886 At Kennedy own 22 acres
1904 Between theNaval Yard and west Foint , 65 acres
1912 Reclamation at Ap Lui Village, Shumshuipo
1913 Further reclamation at Sbumshuipo
1914 Reclamation at Lai Chi kok
1920 Reclamaticn bet een Shaanghai streat and Fife Ctreet
1921 Reclamation at Ap Li Chau
1924 cclamation at Shumshuipo and Cheung Sha Wan
1925 Further reclamation at Lai Chi KOk
( cont'd next page )
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1926 Reclamation at quarry Bay and Kowloon Bay
1927 Reclamation at Shumshuipo and kowloon City
1928 Reclamation at Praya Sast, Shumshuipo, Lai Chi Kok
and Kai Tak
1930 Reclamation at TsatTxe Nui and Shaukiwan
1930-41 Continuous reclamation schemes sround the harbour
1946 Large reclamation at North Point, Lowloon Bay and
Tsuon Wan
Source: G.B. Endacott, A History of Hong Kong, 1964
Aftor the war, reclamation continuod to take place. Kwun Tong,
Tsuen wan, Tai Lok Tsui, Kai Tak, Contral Distriots of Fong Xong and
many other places were rcclaimod from the sea to meet the demand of
the growing population, commerce and industry.
POPULATION
The population distribution of Hong Kong is very uneven, and
is governed by the relief of Hong Kong, Nearly 60% of the total
population are concentrated along the watcrfrout facing the hubour.
This results i nserious obercowding and congested commmunicntion near
the harbour.
At present, the most congested part of Hong Kong is Sheung Wan,
the number of persons per acre reaches 670. wanchai is the accond
most densely populated zone.(657/acre).The rollowing table shows
teh population density of differeent districts of Hong Kong.
3
















































Tsuen wan, Tsing Yi and Ma Wan 12
Un Long 2
Tai Po 2
Sai Kung South, Hang Hau $ Slands 1
Sorece: Report of the By-census,1966
THE NATURALRESOURCESOF HONGKONG
Mining and mineral resources
In Hong Kong , iron is the most importan mineral deposit,
It is mined in Ma ON Shan and is mainly exported to Japan, The
annual production Is small and the quality is low and it has to
be concentrated before exportation. hong Kong is deficient in
coalm oik and otehre sources of power, Therefore coal and other
sources of power have to be imported, H.E.P. is not developed in
spite of the heavy summer rainfall.The highly erratic rainfall
and the short riverg discourage the development of H.E.P.
Other minerals are found in small quantities and are
generally speaking ,not very impotant . These minerals are quartz.
felspar, graphite, clay, kaolin, lead, tin, wolfram adn molydenum,
some mines in Hong Kong such as the wolfram mine are no longer in
operation.
Water Supply
The great concentration ofrainfall during the summer months
results in an acute shortage of rainfall in winter. In addition, the
torrential nature of rain in summer gives rise to soil erosion adn
rapid surface run off. In summer water overflows from the reservoirs
of Hong Kong while in winter, they are dry. Another problem of the
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water supply in Hong Kong is the highly erratic rainfall. For example,
in 1956,771 mmof rainfall was recorded in the month of June and
in 1966, than 0.05 mm of rainfall was collected during the same
month.
Most of the rivers of Hong Kong are short and swift running.
The longest rivers are round in the alluvial flats of un Long and
Deep Bay. These rivers are of little use for water supply since the
rocks of Hong Kong are mainly impervious to water absorption. The
possibilities of using underground water had been tried out but
the results were discouraging.
THe lack of underground water, the torrential and erratic
rainfall and the rapid increase in popu;ation call for the construction
of reservoirs.
Now. nearly al the possible sites for the construction
of roservoirs would be exhausted upon the completion of the fresh
water lake at Hebe Haven.
Apar from constructing reservoirs, water is led from teh
East River of China to Hong Kong through an extensive system of
pipelines. Other methods of increasing water supply have been
considered; these include the desalineation of sea water, but this
method is still in its experimental stage.
Climate
Hong Kong is situated within the Tropic of Capricon and
anjoys a tropicl monsoon climate with a hot wet summer and a cool dry
winter. The climate of Hong Kong is largely controlledby two airmasses;
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the polar airmass and the maritime airmass. The polar airmass flows
from teh high pressure centre in inner Honglolia in winter, Since the
source region is land, this airmass brings cold adn dry conditions.
IN summer however, the dominating air mass cones from he sea where
high pressure contres are located, The maritime airmass brings Hong Kong
a humid and war climate.
The accompanying diagrammatic analysis of winds represent the
5 day normals for the period 1884 - 1939,1947 - 1960.(Diagram I .1)
From the diagram, it is clear that the wind direction of
Hong Kong is easterly. Starting from October, the wind direction is
Notth-easterly. In Mid-February, easterly wind begins to b low until
mid-May, From May to August, S.E. wind prevails.
The zurface wind speed is strongest in late March, when the
average wind speed reaches a force of over 12 knots per hour,During
this period, the dominant easterly wind blows without much interruption.
In summerm, the wind is south or south easterly and the east-west
moutain bars the advance of the wind, consequentlym in July and
August, the average wind sqeed is reduced to below 8 knots/hour, As
winter approaches, teh cold wind from China arrives and the surface wind
speed increases.
Hong Kong is within the tropics, the average temperature of
Hong Kong is about 20 degrees C. July is usually the summer
temperature generally exceeds 27 degrees C. July is usually hte
hottest period, with an average temperature of over 30 degroes C.
In winter, the tempweature is lower due to the cold winds blowing from
continental China. However, the winter temperature is normally above
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10 degrees C, Sametr ess, sudden attacks of cold 1ijaves are not uncoixion.
During those periods the temperature may drop below 5 degrees G In
some high mountain peaks,e.g. Tai No shan,temperatures below freezing
point are frequently recorded during the winter monthes.
The climate of Hong Kong is often affected by the see,
consequen,Hong Kong has a humid climate in spring and summer.
During these two seasons,humidity is frequenily over 80% The
very high summer temperature couples with the high humidity is
especially esperating and enervating ,especially for the Europ
In winter.humidity is lover because the wind comes from the dry
continental interior of Asia.The relative humidity is usually below
The average amount of rainfall is about 85. Generally
speaking,summer is the rainy period and June and July are the wettest
months.During these months,the S.E.wind from the sea is ineavily
laden with moisture,thus bringing heavy relief rainfall along the
eastern slopes of the mountains of Hong Kong ,E.R.the Tai No shan,
Sai Kung and Lantau Peak.Un Long,being a rain shadow region.
receives a smaller amount of rainfall.Apart from relief rainfall.
convectional rainfall oceurs frequently in summer,resulting in
overcast sky and torren ial showers.Rain brought by typhoons and
travelling depressions also add tremendously to the total amount of
tainfall of Hong Kong.winter is dry because the air comes from the
high presure centre in the in the interior of china.Rainfall concinstrates
in the summer period in the form of torronts, deep gullies were out.
75%
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flooding and sometimes landslide occur. Null.ahs such as the Tai Hang
Nullah were constructed to give drains e to the heavy rainfall. I n the
build up areas and especially in the mid levels of Victoria, it has
been of utmost importance-to regulate and control the natural draingage
This has been necessary not only to prevent flooding but to provlde
adequate sewage disposal into the harbour.
Typhoon is an outstanding climatic phenor enum in South East Asia.
It is a kind of tropical depression which normally originates in the
vicinity of the east of the Philippines, and is characterisedby a low
pressure centre and a very steep pressure gradient. The low pressure
centre can be as low as 900 ribe
While it is true to say that all months in the year are y liable
to the attack of typhoons, they are most numerous from dune to October.
Over the past 20 years,, 5 . out of 7 typhoons which caused No. 10 signals,
cano in September, August and October and they usually take a curve path.
Typhoon usually brings Hong Kong heavy rainfall. very high tide,
shipwreck and landslide, At present, with the development of the weather
satellites, typhoon predictions are most accurate than before and typhoon
warnings are usually given plenty of time ahead,
THE PORT
The harbour lies between Singapore and Yokohama and near the
direct sea and air routes between these2 great ports, equidistant
from the important islands of Hainan and Formosa,well situated athwart
the Indo-China and china coast shipping routes and is ithe nearest harbour
on the Asiatic continent to Manila. In addition, Hong Kong is situated
at the gateway fof South China,so the harbour of Hong Hhas a commanding
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position.Goods entering and leaving south china have to make use of
Hong Kong,Other ports in South China are either too shallow or
communication to these ports uero diffieult in vieu of the numerons NE-SV
hills. ate a ems in si-kiangs can ply up to Wuchow,180 miles upstrean
fro Cantomo. wuchow is the, nodal point of the Si-kiang. basin above the
pearl River Delta. addition, South China is one of the mcost densely
populated part of China, the rich hinterland produce c. lots of agricultura
products
Hong Kong,though a British Colony,is mainly inhebited by
the Chinese and there exists a close commercial link between the Hong King
Chinese and those in the Mainland, After the Waiping Rebellion, mary
Chinose left the i6 motherland for the U.S,Ausiralia and the straits
Close co iercial relations were then established between Hong Kong and
these places. After 1951, import and e port trade declined rapidly but
the rise of Hong Kong into an important industrial city groat y off set
the. fall in I/E tradol. In addition, the development of tourist industries
enables the port to be used to the greatest extont
The harbour of Hong Kong covers an area of ahout 17 sq.miles. It
has two entrances ; the Lyemun pass in the east and Sulphur Channel in the
great, The eastern entrance . is narrow ,about a quarter of a mile wide
and over 130 feet deep. It. is the. most frequented entrance. The western
entrance is wider and has ' a depth of more than 70 feet.This pass being
shallower,is mainly cruised by smaller vessels.
The Victoria Harbour Was formedof a granite, cupola intruded
Into volcanic rocks. The centre of the cupola has been eroded and not!:
forms the depression that is the harbour. The hills to the north and
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and south still retain caps of the most resisting volcanic rocks into which
the granito intrudod.Borohics going dovn ore 1088'belov the coa
bed in the middle of the harbour have failed to striko solid rock.This
and other ovidenced suggest that the harbour is possibly part of the
drowned talley of a river that existrd at a perild of lowor sea-lovel and
flowed weat and weat by way of tho Lyemun Pass.The coast lino of
Hong Kong is lined with quire a number of numerous inlets and bays.
Kowloon Peninsula,jutting into the harbour,roughly divides the port
of Hong Kong into 2 equal perts.The weetem half of the harbour offpre
a better site for ships because it is comparativoly sheltered by the
peninsula.
The depth of the harbour wate is generally over30'and is
sufficient for all types of ship to enter. shallow wwater is usually
found near the coast ospecially near llunghom and the western portion
of the harbour. The shallow coasts are howover useful for the smaller
junks and vessels. Drodging is not necessary in the harbour as the
swift current carries away the losse sediments. There are no large
rivers emptying into the harbour
Many typhoon ahelters have bee constructed. They are mostly
located in the sheltorod wostorn beyo or Hong Kong .Kowloon
and the New Territories,e-g-Aberdeen, Causeway Bay. sam Ka Tsuen
Yan Ma Tei,Tsing Yi Rembler Channel in Tsueb Van, shuen Ven in Vaipo
and Yim Tin Tsai in Sai Kung. Thrse typhoon shelters are still not
anough to accommodate all the vessls in Kong Kong. Home new typhoon
shelters will be constructed.
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The tidal range of the harbour is rather small. For most days
of the year a range of only 5' is recordod and a range of over 8' 6" is
quite rate. The deep water harbour and the small tidal range enable
ocean going ships to enter and leane Hong Kong at any time. This gradually
increases tho usefulness of the harbour. Thete exists also few problems
for berthing of ships at the quay and pier or at morring in the centre
od the harbour.
Tidal currents are strongest at the LyemumSulphur channcl and
the small constriction between Kowioon Peninsula and Hong Kong1 sland.
The tidal currents are responsible for clearing the silt deposits in the
harbour. Dredging to increase the depth of theharbour is therefore necessary.
while it is true to say that the tidal range of Hong Kong is small, but in
exceptional conditions, such ss the passage of typhoons, the water level
may rise 15' above the datum line. Low lyingareas such as the Tolo Harbout.
Tai po are subjccted to extensive flooding. The highly variable path and
the strong force of wind usuallycause tremendous loss of lives and properties.
In the history of Hong Kong, there were onlyoo many examples to show the
disastrous results brought by typhoons.Typhoon shlters, hoovier chains
for mooring buoys, typhoon werning are as yet no means of safeguarding
shipping in tne port. when Hong Kong is subject to a direet attack, the
improyements in the forecasting techniques and typhoon warningscould
only minimize the losses.
Another climatic hazard is the frequent oceurence of fogs in
late winter andearly spring. It a kind of sea fog which iis formed
when the warm moist air mass from the ocean in late winter and early
spring meets with the comparatively colder coastal water. Most the
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fogs observed in the harbour of Hong Kong have been formedin the open
sea and are drifted int the harbour of Hong Kong by the S.E. winds
through the lyemunn pass.
The mountain ranges of Hong Kong and Kowloon act as a fog
barrier. So There are fewer foggy days in Kai Tak Airport than in
Wagland Island - a small island in the S.E. part of Hong Kong.
For fogs to be drifted int Hong Kong, the wind direction
must be S.E. should the winds be N.E. or E., the fog may be barred
by the mountain ranges of Hong Kong and Kowloon.
Apart from the favourable physical background, the harbour is
well equipped with modern facillties.
The water of Hong Kong is constantly patrolled by the narino
Division of police. Fire Servicc Department also operatos 5 fine boats.
one of thesse "the Alexandra Grantham"is one of the largest and most
powerful in the world.
While pilotage is not compulsory in Hong Khong, licensed
pilots can be employed. Noraal pilotage dues range from S80-S400.
depending on the tonnage of the ship and distance travelled.
In 1966, the Marine Department maintained a total of 64 clump
blocks and chain mooring for the use of shipping. 39 of these moorings
are classified as 'A' buoys which permit a ship of 600. to berth. The
swing circle encampassing each buoy has a radiua of 700'. In the
east and west border of the harbour are the anchoragos for dangerous
goods.
Hong Kong is a free port. Duties are chargedpnly on a small
items of goods such as liquor, tobacco, hydrocarbon oils, table water
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and methyi alcohol.Other goods are normally duty free.The port
and light chatges are excocdingly low .Port and light dues are levied
for the use of the facillities of the port and navigational sides. The
muooring buoys charges for a cl ssh buoy por day or part a day is
675and 50for a class B buoy.
cil and vater supplies are readily available.Many oil
companics cator for the
oil,Hong Kong Ltd. The Union Vater Boat Co.loung tai kee
Water Boat Co.Ltd.
Wharfage and berthing are provided by the Hong Kong and
Kowloon Wharf and Godown Go. the Holt,s wharf,the China Merchan
S.N.Ltd.and the N.P.wharves.The wharfage-per day or part
thereof ranges from 15 cts. to 20 cts.per gross ton.
Mechanical cargo handling equipment,such as crsne,folk-lift,
tractors and other modern harbout machine are available,loading and
unloading can therefore be efficiently carried out.
CHAPTERII
STAGESOF EcONONIIc GROU1TH
Voluminous articles and books have been written on
the economic growth of Hong Kong, but it is surprising to find
that very few economists have attempted to delineate the economic
periods of Hong Kong. It may be partly due to the lack of
statistical data and partly to the difficulty in defining
clearly the different economic periods. Here I wish to point
out particularly the important influence of China on the
economic growth of Hong Kong which will be explained in greater
details in the paragraphs that follow
As early as the 16th century, merchants and sailors of
Portugal, Spain and other maritime countries had already established
commercial relationship with China. Portuguese merchants took Macau
as their trading post in the 16th century later, the Spanish came
and occupied Taiwan in the 17th century. In the mid 18th century,
the British East Indies Company was established, In 1764, 63% of
1
the total import from Europe and America to China came from Britain.
Following the Industrial Revolution, large quantities of
British products flooded the home market, thus foreign markets
were badly needed, With a strong navy, Britain succeeded, in
opening up China. In 1837, there was a large number of foreign
2
communities. They were mostly employed by the 57 foreign firms
or,agent `houses in China.
Western traders, especially the British, were not satisfied
1.Herpoher Cutherg Hong Kong Evening Hens 16 Dec .1970
2.about 308, chiefl British
with the many trade restrictions imposed on them. A dispute
occured over the contraband trade in opium of which the British
took advantage and the Opium War broke out. This War resulted
in the cessation of Hong Kong to Britain. (Treaty of Nanking - 1842).
The underlining cause of the Opium War was mainly
economic and military. The British selected Hong Kong as a defence
post, an administrative and commercial headquarters in the
Far East where they had already acquired many possessions such
as Bermuda, Malta, Mauritius, Penang and Singapore. Under such
commitments, a new chapter of the Hong Kong history began.
In viers of the insufficient research materials, I have
to rely on the limited statistics on population, shipping and
trade to delineate the stages of the economic growth of Hong Kong
into 7 periods..
1ST PERIOD (1842_ 1822)
To the British, the first decade was disappointing.
Contrary to their expectations, the population and commercial
growth of Hong Kong were stagnant.. Moreover, malarial diseases,
typhoons and other natural disasters occured frequently during
this period. The old saying You can go to Hong Kong for me
illustrates the social and economic conditions of Hong Kong.
In the first ten years, population grew slowly. In
1842, the total population was 23,156 and in 1856 it grew to
35*517, giving an average annual increase of 2,315. Most of
the Chinese. immigrants were artisans and retailers. Very few
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respectable Chinese merchants came to reside in Hong Kong. The sex
ratio was overwhelmingly male. Table 1 illustrates this situation
clearly:
Table II. 1 POPULATION OF HONGKONGin 1847
Men Women Children Total
European 455 90 50 595
IfIndian 12346 362
Chinese in Brick 6,000 960 500 7,400
Labourer 10,000 10,000
Visitor N/A N/A NSA 300
Source: Extracl from a Report on Hong kong lng
Rotert mont gomery Mantn.Iney 24,1844.
Table 3 shows that most of Hong Kong's inhabitants did
not consider the place suitable for permanent residence, they came
here to earn money and then returned to their home countries, thus
the population was extremely mobile. Worst still, most of them
were undisciplined.l Murders, piracies, burglaries and robberies.
took place frequently. Under such unruly conditions, the
population of Hong Kong could only grow slowly,





1 Dr.Gutz1off in his dispatch to England remarked,"The moral standard








Source: The Historical and statitical Ahetiaclim of
the Cotory of Hong Kong 1841-1930.
Table 2 reveals that the population of Hong Kong
fluctuated remarkably. In some years, it even showed a drop.l
This indicated that the commercial growth of the. Colony was not
steady enough to hold the population, and this condition prevailed
until 1851.
Shipping
In the first decade, shipping and its related industries
were the most important commercial activities in Hong Kong. The
number of ships entering and leaving Hong Kong was a good indicator
of the commercial conditions.
Soon after the Treaty of Nanking, a proclamat stated
that ships had free permission to trade at the port of Hong Kong
under full protection-goods were exempted from the charge of
taxes and residents were given free exercise of their ceremonies
and social customs. The Chinese was also governed according to
the Chinese laws. Hence, this was a clear invitation to the
Chnese and foreign merchants to regard the island as a centre of
trad In spite of all these, the number of ships entering and
49 the European population decreased from 1502 to l,210
and 1830-1851, the Chinese population decreased from 31,987
to 31,463.
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leaving Hong Kong reiagLined quite small.








Source : The Eeaterw Entehot;G.B.Endacatt p.132
Table 3 shows that the rate of growth of shipping was
rather slow. This may be accounted for by the fact that Hong Kong
is too far tthe south of China and that there Mere five treaty
ports opened along the coast of China. Foreign vessels could
therefore trade with the treaty ports directly,
Most of the early vessels were poorly equipped and they
could not withstand the frequent attack of typhoons. In 1841, two
disastrous typhoons struck Hong Kong, many ships were drowned and
shipping trade suffered badly.
Shipping was also hampered by the lack of dockyards and
other port facilities. The WampoaDockyard, the Taikoo Dockyard
and Engineering Company came into existence only in the late 18th
Centuury when trade and commerce in Hong Kong was greatly improved.
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Hong Kong is endowed with a good harbour but its first
decade of commercial development was rather disappointing. The
factors may be summarised as follows
In the early years, most of the immigrants to Hong Kong
were undisciplined, they only came to Hong Kong to take their
chances. Consequently robbery and piracy occured nearly everyday.
Under such chaotic circumstances, no respectable Chinese merchants,
who might be able to contribute a lot to trade development, would
like to reside in Hong Kong. Trade between Hong Kong and China
was therefore greatly hindered by the absence of experienced Chinese
merchants.
The incooperative attitude of the Chinese officials was
another factor affecting the growth of commerce. They regarded the
Europeans as barbarians and they were too envious to see Hong Kong
prosper.heavy taxes were levied on goods entering China and
trading treaties were unobserved.
In addition, natural hazards such as fire, typhoon, epidemic,
general unhealthiness occured frequently in Hong Kong during its
early growing period.
The foreign trade of Hong Kong was much affected by 5 treaty
ports, namely; Shanghai, Ningpo, Fuchow, Amoy and Canto. Ships
from Europe would call at these ports directly.
The lack of confidence on the part of the Europeans
discouraged trade development. They hold an pessimistic view that
Hong Kong could never be developed into an important trade centre.
l The Times remarked, "Hong Kong had quite lost casts as a place of
mereantile operation, many merchants had already abannoned theisland.
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Trade between China and Hong Kong was difficult. Most of
the Chinese were still not accustomed to the European ways of trading.
They were ignorant of banking, accounting etc. It was only after
the fifty's that the Chinese began to learn the European way of
management.
2ND PERIOD (1852 1865)
While the first ten years of Hong Kong was a decade of
disappointment, the second period may be described as a period of
prosperity.
The internal disturbances in China speeded up the influx
of Chinese emigrants into the Colony. The Chinese population rose
from 39,017 to 86,487 (1853 - 1855), giving an average annual
increase of 7,200.1 However the annual increase of Europeans
in this period (1852 - 1865) was only 200. The sex-ratio also
changed, the predominance of the male over the female was no
longer so conspicuous. Wealthy Chinese took refuge in Hong Kong
with their families and planned to stay permanently. This
reflected the confidence of the Chinese on the future stability
and prosperity of Hong Kong.
Graph 1 shows the 2 periods of upsurge of population in
Hong Kong. The first period coincided with the Taiping Rebellion
and the second spectacular upsurge happened after the Convention
of Peking when Kowloon was ceded to Britain for a period of 99
years in 1860.
1 the average anxi increase of about 2, 000 in the first decade.
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Statistics for the Chinese emigrants to other parts of
the world also show a rapid increase
Table II.4 MIGRATION OF THE CHINESE(18581865)










The Hiatorical and staticalicnl Ahatraiti of
The Cotory of Hong Kong 1841 1930
From the table, we can see that Chinese emigrants
passing through Hong Kong to other countries began in the early
50's. This flow of population reached a maximum in the years
1858 to 1862. This was caused by the wars in China and attractions
abroad.1 After 1862, owing to the restrictions imposed on the
Chinese by the Australian Government and the gradual exhaustion of
the San Francisco gold, emigrants dwindled away gradually.
SHIPPING
Shipping developed rapidly in this period. Ships
eatering and leaving Hong Hong increased steadily,2 2 consnicuus
1 the rush for gold in San Francisco
2 from l853 to 1865, the number of ships entering Hong Kong increased from
1,103 to 4,445, giving an annual increase of 257.
rises are clearly shown in the graph (in 1857 -- 1858 and 1854 -- 1855) .
This can be accounted for by the Sino-Russian War and the Taiping Rebellion.
Large quantities of provisions were sent to China through Hong Kong
by ships.1 Shipping Companies such as The Hong Kong Canton and
Macao Steamboat Company, The British Traders' Ins uurance Co. Ltd.,
The-French Maritime Line of Mail Steamer were established in this
period. These firms stood as powerful witnesses to the increasing
importance of shipping trade and the growing European interests
in Hong Kong. Nearly all the large commercial houses such as the
Dent & Co., Jardine Matheson Co., Lane Crawford Co., The Gibb
Livingston & Co. engaged in shipping trade.
The remarkable economic growth is due to the following
reasons:
The improved sanitary and living conditions arrestied the
spread of malaria and other serious diaeases. In 1860, Hong Kong
began: Ito have its first gas supply. A City Hall was also suggested
in 1862.
Herbour facilities were much bettered. A strong timber
pier-was constructed in 1843 near Spring Garden. Others were found
in Aberdeen and . Hung Homw*The gradual replacement of sailing ships
by. steam ships. shortened the journey and speeded up shipping trade.
Industrial revoluti©b began to take place in many Euro can
countries such as Germany and Italy. As a result, they started to
explote new markets in. the Far East (especially the Chinese market)
wherre industry, was still relatively undeveloped. Many firms werA
1 The opening of the Suez Canal and the ports in the Pacific (e.g.
the Philippines stimulated the growth of shipping. In 1885, a
treaty was concluded with Thailand so Siam se goods began to flow
into Hong Kong.
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set up in Hong Kong as their Far East headquarteras to trade with
China and the South East Asian countries.
The treaty ports of China did ont grow asexpected, The
approach to Foochow is difficult; Ningpo is too near to Shanghai
which nearly captured all the foreign trade; Amoy has few hinterland
to offer. As regards Canton. she retained much of its old trade
because of the long established trading connections and of the
vast hinterland tapped by the river system which converged on the
city. The treaties adn conventions sined in 1858 and 1860 led
to theconsequent opening of asome more now ports which showed
little sign of development, with the exception of Tientsin. This
was due to the hostility of the Chinese towards the foreiganrs-
consequently cargos had to be loaded and unloaded in Hong Kong or
in Shnaghai.
Another factor was the zrival of the u.s. Whaling ships.
The American s bought their daily necessities in Hong Kong and at the
same time, a considerable amount of trade was carried out, In 1847,
1850,1852, there were 15,13 and 37 whaling ships staying Hong Kong
respectively.1
The formation of the Hong Kong Chamber of Commerce in 1862
enabled economic problems of the Colony to be discussed adn solved.
Quite a number of baks were established, In 1864, there were 6
international banks in Hong Kong. These banks greatly facilitated
the growth of commerce.
1 Report on teh Economic Prospects of Hong Kong By W.H. Mitchell,
enclosed in a Dispatch from Sir George Bonham to Earl Grey.
No.114,28 December 1850
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Some of the immigrants returned to Hong Kong after a few
years in San Francisco and Australia, they brought with them money
and gold and they set up-firms in Hong Kong and started doing businesc
with North America and Australia.
With so many favourable factors, it is not surprisingfor
Hong Kong to thrive into an important Far East trading post.
PERIOD (1865 - 1665)
After nearly 13 years of prosperity, Hong Kong entered into
a period of depression. The opening years of this period were marked
by conspicuous falls in trade with China and over the whole period,
the growth of commerce, population and shipping were rather
disappointing.
Many notable old firms failed e.g. the Indo-China Sugar Co.,
the Norton and Lyall Co., the Augustine Heard Co., the Victoria Fire
Insurance CO., the Agra Bank. Some firms and banks suspended payment;
e.g. the Commercial Bank and the Dent and Co. All these were, however,
only prelude to the imminent economic slump of Hong Kong.
The revenue received from the sale of land dropped 165,000
in 1868 to 146,000 in 1869. The surplus for the years 1865, 186 and
1867 also showed marked decrease. In '1365 the figure was t298,O00
in 1866, it dropped to $184,000 and in 1867, the surplus was only a
nominal sum of $24,000.1
The commercial blight was the result of iilan interwoven
causes s
The blockade on the goods entering and leavin china was
1 Eitel Ernest Johns, Europe in China, The History of Hong Kong from.
the ieginning to the year 1882 B.25 - 27.
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imposed by the Chinese Authorities in the mid-19th century. They
even collected taxes within the harbour limits of Hong Kong. This
seriously affected the Colony's lassie-faire policy, and destroyed
the free-port of Hong Kong. In addition, trade in the Formosa
camphor was interferped by the illegal exaction of money and by
the monopolies claimed by the Chinese. Therefore, native trade
between China and !long Kong declined and this indirectly caused
the economic depression.
The newly imposed stamp duty tax tended to exact more.
money from the European firms thus creating great dissatisfaction
among the European merchants and a general lack of confidence in
various mercantile branches,
The depreciation of Pound and Sterling in 1883 led to
the decline in l/E trade. In 1884, the Oriental Bank failed and
even the Hong Kong DxLnk was in trouble,.
In 1878, a drop in the freight rate resulted in wold
speculation on shipping. Locally several old firms failed and
trade ceased to be remunerative. In the harbour, vessels were lying
up. In 1869 foreign ships entering Hong Kong declined 5.28%. Greater
decline was found 'on continental flags.
In 1865, there were much sickness and great mortality,
water supply became Anadequate and an atmosphere of general
unhealthiness prevailed in Hong Kong. Piracy was as rife as ever.
Crime was rampant, a sense of insecurity of life and 1aroperty spread
all over Hong Kong. The German, British and American residents
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were gradually dimini ohiiig in number Some 259 business hou yes
in principal streets stood emty.1
POPULATION
The total population of Hong Kong increased from 125.504
to 181,720 in 1886.2 The average annual increase was 29677, The
non-Chinese population increased very slowly, and the increase
mainly fell on the female and child population. The Portuguese
showed the greatest relative increases This was due to the fact
that in 1874, Macao was partically destroyed by ,typhoon and fire,
consequently a large number of Portuguese fled to Hong Kong.
Other European nationalities showed a decrease, especially amongst
the male adults. In 1877, there were 86 British, 12 Geriman, 12
American and 10 Danish male adult residents less than that in 1372.3
The political stability, favourable cormmercial climate and
the growth of industry in Hong Kong and the turmoils in China
resulted in a steady and healthy growth of the Chinese population
in the Colony. The success of the Chinese in commerce further
induced more Chinese immigrants to Hong Kong.
There wry ere many commercial openings for the newly arrived
migrants. The statistical returns for 1876 and 188l serve to
illustrate this:
TABLE II.5 STATISTICAL RETERNS OF THE
CHINESE MERCHANT1876 - 1881
1876 1881
Chinese traders 287 2,377
con'd next pare
1 Eitel,E.t.,Europe in China,P.35
2 The Historical and Statistical Abstracts of the Colony 1841-1930








Source: Extract from a speech by the Governor,
Sir John Pope Hennessy, to the Legislative
Council, 3rd January 1881, on the subject
of the CensuseturnsReturns & the Progress of
the Colony, Hong Kong Government Gazette,
4th June 1881
Indussry bogan to grow in this period and it also attraotod
many Chinese immigrants:



















Source:Extract from a speech by the Governor,
Sir John Pope Hennessy,to the Logislative
Council,3rd January 1881,on the subject
of the Census Returns & the frognese of the
Colony,Hong Kong Government Gazette,4th June 1881
Migrants from Hong Kong to other parts of the world declined
in the early years of this period.The chinese Pasmenger ships Act.
in 1855 and the restrictions imposed by the U.S. and Australian
Government on the Chinese emigrants ohecked the number of Chinese
migrants.The number of emigrants was reduced from 6,849 in 1866
to 5,115 in 1866 and 4,283 in 1867.
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However,the number of migrants leaving Hong Kong bogan
to grow axter 1869 when new ports were opened in the straits.













In the first 2 year of this period,the number of ships
entering Hong Kong showed a marked decline:






Source:An Eastern Entrepot,G.B.Endacott (F.133)
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The decline in shipping was a direct result of the
decreasing migrants from China to other parts of the worlds However
after 1870, the number of Chinese mid ants increased again and this
was reflected by the growth of shipping.






source: An pastern intrepat, O.B. Endacott (P. 133)
The incr4ase in shipping trade after 1870 was also due to
the turmoils in China. Provisions and goods were sent through Hong
Kong to China. Trade continued to improve in 1875 when the Cos:mmo-
politin Dock, the Pacific Mail Steamship r.:nd the Oriental Occidental
Steamship Company were established.
In 1872, the opening of Tungking enabled the further grwith
of shipping in .Hong Kong. Ocean corimunicat i.on extended to Australia,
U. S. the Philippines and apan and in 1871, telegraph c orn Tunic at i on
commenced and this greatly revolutionised the commercial technique
and facilitated the shipping trade.
kth PERIOD 1885 - 1915)
This period was remarkable for the disturbances and
wars in china. In Hong Kong, trade and commerce reflected these
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unrests and showed signs of ups and downs., Nevertheless, the
economic growth of this period was still satisfactory.
This period of econojic fluctuations can be attributed
to some favourable and some unfavOurabie factors
The internal unrests in China resulted in an influx
of refugees into Hong Kong.l Cheap labour and capital were
easily available thus, the commercial and industrial activities
of Hong Kong were given new impetus.
The amelioration of the Sino.-British relationship led
to the settlement of the long suspended * ' Blockade' problem. Junk
trade started to grow again and the native trade be..ween China
and the Colony began to prosper.
The frequent occurences of plague since 1896 greatly
handicasped the growth of trade02 People stopped from pouring into
Hong Kong. In 1899, Europeans dropped from 15,822 to 14,778 in
1900. Large sums of money were spent in sanitation to improve
,the living conditions.
The Far East tension in the 1890s' was a1 o responsible
for the flUatuation of economic development of Hong (tong.
In the 1890s' the Colony experienced a period of financial
crisis the depreciation of sterling. Statistics for shipping,
population,.import/export .:trade showed decline and some famous
firm failed.
POPULATION
Population increa8ed quite ateadily in this period.
In 1886,the. total number of people residing in Hong Kong was
1.. the SinQ Japanese war, 1894 95 the S±no-French war 1885
2 .In 1898, 1,175 persons died, in 1899, 1, 428 persons died and in
1900 the figure was 1,434
3.tensions in Korea, Siam and the Philippines etc
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181„720 and in 1915, it rose to 509,160. But the year 1896 was an
exceptional year, the total population dropped from 248,498 in
1895. to 239,419. This unusual drop can be accounted for by the
occurence of plagues in Hong Kong.
Emigrants from China reached its peak in 1888,. When there
were 96,195 people leaving Hong Kong and 98 4195 entering Hong Kong.
1n 1889, the number of people leaving Hong Kong dropped to
47,849, an approximate decrease of 50%. This sudden drop can be
explained by the fact the emigrants to Australia and North America
were restricted. However the number of people entering Hon Kong
was still increasing. This condition continued for some 20 years.
The commercial opportunities and political stability of the colony
served as a strong incentive to the Chinese emigrants who came
to Hong Kong to invest.
SIPPING
The statistics for ships entering and leaving bong Kong
showed a continual increase. The total number of ships entering
the colony in 1885 was 6,827 and in 1915 the number increased to
23,051 and the total tonnage increased from 7,699,099 tons in
1885._ to 19,561,818.2
Junk Trade also increased considerably in 1883, the
number of: foreign junks entering :bong Kong amounted to 249258
and in 1898310 Jggg.inReapedee increase was Drobably due -L-.o the
l the Wing On Fire and Marine Insurance Co. Ltdp 19 5, the
IK On ' Marine .and Fire Insurance Co., 1899
2' Tbe Historical' and Statistical Abstracts of the Colony of
Hon. Kong 1,841:.-.,1930 3rd Edition Nororha Co Government
Printers: Hong Kong 1932
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Anglo-Chinese settlement on the question of 'Blockade'.
On the whole, this period was a prosperous shipping era
with some whort intervals of depression- e,gr, in 189k0 The slight
drop in shipping can be explained. by the diminis,Ang export of
tea from China in consequence of the coznpeiition of India and
Ceylon and the serious checks given to Chinese emigrations by
the U.S. and the Australian Government. But these unfavourable
factors were compensated by the disturbances and wars occured
in China.' These wars stimulated trade between China and Hong Kong.
The 'Blockade' problem finally came to an end and the years 1887-
1891 saw a steady increase in Junk Trade amounted to 19,997.75
in 1887 and $22,602.50 in 18911 The number of licensed junks
2increased from 2,562 to 3,332.
TRADEWITH CHINA
It was in this period that trade returns were firstly
fully recorded. In 1887 import to Hong Kong from China amounted
to Hong Kong Tic 57,700,000, an increase by 65% compared with
that of 1886. Export from Hong Kong to China amounted to
Hong'Kong`Tls 31,390,000, an increase of 39% as against that
of the previous year. The total value of trade amounted to
Hong Kong Tls, 89,110,000, an increase of 55%66 as compared with
188603}`In 1913, exports amounted to Hong Kong Tlso 117,000,000
an increase by.. 373% as compared with 1868.A4
This period also saw the establishment of many large
firms. The total number. of registered firms amounted to -179.
Some notable ones were:
An Eastern Entrepot P. 1581 GB Endacott,
3.Returns of rade at the ports of China open by Treaty to Foreign
Trade for year 1887 l Fart I Foreign Trade, Published by order
of the Inspector General of Customs
Table II 0 10 LARGEFIRMS ESTABLISHEDFROM
1886 - 1915
NAMEOF FIRM YEAR OF ESTABLISHMENT NONIIAL CAPITAL
A.S. Watson Co. Ltd. 1886 $ 4,500,000
The Gaeen Island Cement Co. 1887 20,000000,
H.k. Electric Co. Ltdo 1889 Soo,000,ooo0
Dairy Farm Ice Cold Storage
Co. Ltd. 1896 6o,ooo,000.
The China Provident Co•Ltd. 180 4,5G0,000,
The Star Ferry Co.Ltd 1898 120,000,000.
The Peak Tram Co. Ltd. 1905 291009000
The Union Water Boat Co. 1905 29100000
The Bank of Canton Ltd. 1912 11,000,000
The Wing On CosLtd0 1915 20,000,000
Source: Hong Kong Goveritient, CompanyRegistry.
The establish ien d o- these firms showed the growing
prosperity of the colony and the demand for better/service s. Public
utility companies such as the Peal, Train, the S` ar Ferry coin ,Hies
were founded. The Dairy Farm, The fling On Company and the Green
Island Cement Co. were established to cater for the needs of
the affluent Chinese merchants. The increasing importance
of shipping (as shown by the increasing trade with China) was
also reflected by the formation of the Wing On Insurance Co. and
the Canton Bank.
One of the characteris tic features of this period was
the. gradual rise of the Chinese into importance. In 1886, there
were 171,290 Chinese and 10, 412 non Chinese Many wealthy Chinese
merchants fled to Hong Kong because of the internal disturbances
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in China. Chinese traders increased repaidly and some of thei set
up firms along the European lines. The traditional fradily-rowned'
company of the Chinese were then gradually rep.' aced by the Western
joint-stock companies, e.g. The China Merchants Steam Navigation Co.
Chinese merchants were also elected -ierilbers of the Legislative
Council (e. g. Mr. Ng Choy).
In the sale of land, Chimese merchants also played an
active part,, this can be shown by the following able/graph
sable II. 11 SALE OF PROPJRTI S IN HONGKONG(l881}
BOUGHTBY CHINESE MERCHANTS
Total properties bough:. by Chinese from foreigners S17,100,366
Total value of properties bought by foreigners from foreigners 216,75o
Total value of properties bought by Chinese from Govern cent 17,705
Total value of properties bought by foreigners from Chinese 16,450
Total value of tro. erties bought by foreigners from Government 5,060
Source: Extracts from a speech by the Governor,
Sir John Pope Hennessy, to the Legislative
Council, 3rd January 1881, on the subject
of the Census Returns and the Progress of
the Colony. Hong Kong Government Gazette,
4th June 1881
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CHINESE P:C ' A TS ENGAGEDIN DIFFERENT
TYPES OF TRADE
Source: Extracts from a speech by the Governor,
Sir John Pope Hennessy- tom the Legislative
Council, 3rd January 1881, on the subject
of the Census Returns and the Progress of
the Colony,. Hong Kong Government ai ctte,
4th June 1881
The success of theChiLese was riainly due to their
integrity In commercial dealings. An American merchant remarked,
the Chinese are clear-headed shreowed intelligent, and capable
of mcnaging businese on a alarge scale.1 Moreover the Ghinese
An Eastern Ent-repot (G.B. Endacott) p.151
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5TH PERIOD (1915 1950) (The. inter-war years)
This period was on the whole a difficult one from the
commercial point of views Nevertheless, there were some short
intervals of economic boom.
In view of the lock of statistical data. during these
inter-war years, only' the main features of this period are outlined
here:
1. The growing sense of nationalism
The 1911 revolution in China succeeded in driving away the
Manchus and rekindled the national apirit of the Chinese. In 1925,
nationalism took the. form of a strike in Hong Kong which nearly
Paralysed the harbour and brought the trade of Honk Kong to
a standstill. The Japanese hostility in China added fuel to the
burning fire of nationalism. Demonstrations, strikes took place
in China, foreign goods, especially the British products, suffered
greatly and this had an indirect effect on the entrepot trade of
Hong Kong.
=he-effect of the outbreak of the .:world wars and the internal
troublos :gin Chinn were clearly reflected in-the trade statistics
of Hong Kong. ' The first world.war brought to Hong 1,-one a period
of short-lived.. prosperity, orders for war. ammunitions were many
and ships_ flew. into Hong Kong. Simililarly, the deteriorating economic
conditions in China after. the 2_ ..world wars resulted in the rapid
growth.of .entrepot .trade. But in 1938 when the Japanese invaded
China., trade in .Hong ,..Kong. was seriously affected. Japanese troops
virtually paralysed the South of China in the later quarter of 1938,
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Exports from South China decreased drastically and. refugees fled
to Hong Kong where trade was declining and firms closing down.
Their untimely arrival posed important problems of housing,
water supply and food on Hong Kong
The world econcomio depression in the 30's had also an
important impact on the commercial development of this colony.
Countries began to levy heavy taxes on foreign goods and quotas
on imported goods were also imposed.
The unstable world currency during the interwar years
created difficulties in trade transactions. The fall in silver
dollars resulted in trade recession. The British withdrawal from
the gold standard and the consequent fall in the value of sterling
brought about abnormal trading conditions in the last quarter of 1931.
The confidence of the people of Hong Kong nd the tactful
adminis.rations_ss of the British enabled Hong Ion to tide over the
economic stornis of amazing speed of recovery after the strike in
1925 and the lst and 2nd world wars served very well to prove
the above statement. After the 2nd world war, people poured back
into-Hong Kong and lost no time in re-building Hong Kong.
The Ottawa agreement in 193: herelded the industraia1 era
which became one of the most important economic pillars of the
colony after the 1950's.l Industry began to roinr and the internal
disturbances in China resulted in a greet influx of refugees. Cheap
labours could easily be ibtained. Large markots for the colonial
1. This agreement granted the manufacturers of Hong Kon the Imperial
Preference Tax.
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products were available in t e Far East and Europe. In l,-`39 the
spinning and weaving factories employed 5, 867 workers and ship-
building and repairing employed 16,000 Chinese.
It is true to say that the seed of Industry was sown in
the 1930's and bears fruit in the 1960'c
This period was also important for reclamation and this
directly reflected the growing requirement for factory and commercial
sites. The rapid influx of refugees and the Imperial preference
tax were both strong incentives 'to industrial development. I:eclarnation
took place in Shamshuipo, Cheung shwan, Shanghai S-':reet and Shaukiwan,.
These sites :formed the core of industrial development in -'Chese
inter-war years.
The post war years saw rapid rehabilitation of the Colony's
economy. This was ,mainiy due to the political stability of Honk Kong.
Capital poured into Hong Kong from the S.E. Asian countries where
unrest conditions still prevailed. The stock market flourished
:-:sand the building industry boomed. The excellent banking facilities
were, invaluable to the commercial development of the Coloony. After
the-2nd l,`orld War, there were 26 banks in Hong Kong authorised to
deal : in-' foreign. exchange and 8 barks to do exchange business. with
specified. places. Besides these, there were also a number of
Chinese bare handling remittance from Chinese living abroad. The
growing. importan,ce of Chinese in commerce can be well observed from
the land sale statistics. Most of the new land in Kotvlo+on were
sold to Chinese merchants. The, Chinese compradors had a1ready acquire
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the business experience at:ld they be an to et up firms of their
own and competed succesfially with the EEuropet ns.
The principle trading partners of Hong Kong were the
British and the Chinese. In this period u e also saw a gradual srowth
of the Colony's entrepot trade with the South East Asian Countries.
The Chinese emigrants to these countries had developed good commercial
relationship with Hong Kong and Chinese merchants of the Colony
predominated the Import/Export trade with South East Asia.
The Steap Ordi .ante, 1921, arouse a great deal of criticism
as tending to drive business a. ay froom the Colony„ There was a
recession in trade at that time. Shipping trade was mucn affected
and all firms were trying to out down expenses.
The 'Laisse-faire' policy was soriously challenged after
he great war. Great Britain shifted from the free trade policy to
Lrade protection. Hong Kong government in the post war years also
took over the purhcase and distribution of rice to check looting
of rice,
S H I P P I I G
In this period, shiping continued to flourish. In 1950
shipping trade resched a clirnax. China's participation in the Korean
War created a great denand for war time goods, ships entered and left
Hong Kong in large numbers. After 1951, there ,gas a drop of ships
visiting Hong Yong:
Table IIo 12 IUMBER OF SHIPS VISITING HONGKONG
195 - 1953
YEAR LONGTONS
1950 6,272 , 000




Source: Fong Kong Statistics 1931 - 1967,
Hong Kong Government Printer
The drop continued to 1953. In 1951, a sign of recovery
was shown:






Source: Hong Kong Statistics 1931 - 1967,
Hong Kong Government Printers
The prosperit iii industry and the rapid development of
tourism enabled shieping trae to grow steadily
Table II. 14 NUMBEl OF TOURISTS 1955- 1967















Source : Hong Kong statistics 1931- 1967
Honk Kong Govornrieni
british continued to be, an important trading pariner
of Rong- Kong. Consequently, British ships were most abundant
in the Hon Kon harbour.




1955 2, 910 55
1960 2,735 42
1965 10, 349 69
Source, Honp Kong Statistics 1931
Hong Kong Government Printers
Japan rose into ititportance cftor the 2nd World War and ranked
2nd in the number of ships entering Hong Kong. Her rapid industriali--
sation resulted in the need of more crkets for her at oduct abroad.
Ships began to call at Hong Kong, the cross--road of the Far Easl
In 19519 only 8 ships called at IIon Kong but it incy eu.s d to
871, in 1960 and 970 in 1965,
1367
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TABLE II.16 JAPANESE SHIPS ENTERING HONG KONG
(1951-1965)













Source:Hong Kong Statisitics 1931-1967
Hong Kong Government Printers
T O U R I S M
Hong Kong is the gateway to China and an important port
of call for ships.with the improve ent of communication,distances
between different places are shortened,and the rising living
standard of people aftor the 2nd world war eventually led to
the rapid development of tourist industry.The establishment of
the Communist Regime and the koxean war resulted in a sudden drop
of peope visiting Hong Kong.
TABLE II.17 NUMBER OF TOURISTS(1947-1952)



















Source:Hong Kong Statisties 1931-1967
Hong Kong Government Printers
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Since the door of China was cloged to visitor. many
of them then turne to Hong Kong to explore the oriental mysteries
and delights . The manin attractions of Hong Kong lie on her beautiful
sce nerics , dellicious.Chinese foods, cheap products, and the fact
that Hong Kong is a comuercial centre in teh east serves to draw
thousands of mcrchants to do business in Hong Kong, U.s. Servicemen
in Vietnam also spend much money during their holidays in Hong Kong.
It is estimated that each U.S. Serviceman spend $125 a day.1
Japanes vistitors are increasing in number in recent years. The
rayid increase in the national income of the Japnese agter the
2nd world war cncourages people to travel abroad, Geographically
located near Japan , Hong Kong naturally becomes the first priority
for the Japanese visitors. The following table illustrates the
above facts:
TABLE II. 18 STATISTICS FOR ONCOMINGVISITORS TO
HOKG KONA 1958 - 1967
nATIOALITY '53 '59 '60 '61 '62 '63 '64 '65 '66 '67
Britsh Commonwealth 33 44 50 62 71 82 102 110 122 125
U.S.A. 35 51 61 79 90 104 113 127 143 140
Japan 6 8 13 19 23 32 47 64 74 86
surce:Hong Kong Statistics 1931 - 1967
While tourist industry is reach its peak, we must be aware
of the many pitfalls awaiting:
1. The good name 'shopping pardise' will no longer be
standard of Hong Kong .This is due to the rapid rise in living
standard of Hong Kong people, and the high rent polley of the
1 Sing To Jih po, March 11, 1970
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Hong Kong Govern gent which CLiuseSi rents to shoot up in rocket speed.
2. The gradual withdrawal of the U.S. Servicemen frog
Vietnam is a heavy blow to thousands of people engaged in tourist
trade.
In spite of all these, the fact that the Chinese Govc rninent
begins to welcome tourists brightens the gloomy picture of Hong, Kong's
future tourist industry. We are looking forward to ,geeing thousands
of people passing Hong Kont,.. on their way t oowu.
IMPORT AND EXPOR TRADE
Exports to China, traditionally regarded as the most
reliable indicator of the Colony's economic growth, fell from
a record of $244 million in the month of March 1951 to a total
of $51 million in December of 1951. Exports from Hong Kong to
China showed the greatest proportional reduction. This was due
to the ' U.N. Embargo. However the imports from China reduced
slowly since Hong Kong still had to rely on China for her food
supply.
TABLE II,19 TRADE WITH CHINA 1950 - 1956








Source: Hong, Kong Trade and Shipping Iieturnn
Hong Kong Trade Statistics and Hong Kong
Trade Returns
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I/E trade began to dwindle in 1951 but fortunately this
was offset by the increasing at ount of r anuf :zctured. goods exported
from Hong Kong to Africa, Australia and the South East !-`wx.an
countries.
TABLE II. 20 2-TONG KONGEXPOIR T (1947 1957)






Source Hong Kong Trade Statistics, Commerce and
Industry Department
In 1956, Hong Kong had recovered from the embargo blow and
for the .first time, the trade statistics surpassed teat of the
pre-embargo period (1950).




Source: Hong Kong Trade Statistics, Commerce and
Industry Deatrrent
I/E trade continues to grow. To-date, l/E trade is one
of the major economic pillars of bong Kong.










The establishment of the kepublic of China resulted in the
influx of refugees from China. Many of them were experienced factory
owners and some were wealthy merchants. When they arrived Hong Kong
they invested their capital in industry. Abundant cheap labour
and large markets were ready at hand. Raw materials could easily
be brought by ships.
After the UN embargo in 1951, many shipping fir is failed
and capitals were gradually channelled to the development of industry.
We may conclude, after tracing the economic development
of the Colony, that in Hong Kong, industrial activities took dace
as early as the 1840's, and it became increasingly important to the
end of the 19th Cent1ry, when there were a constant inflow of cheap
labourers from China.








In 1932 the Imperial preferential tax was also a strong
push to the growth of industry. The U.N. proclamation in 1951
naugaurated the industrial era of Hong Kong and from thence, industry
developed at a rapid pace. Entrepot trade, on the other hand. declined
1 the quiekly,establishmentof dockyard
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FABLE II.24 The GROWTNOF COMMERCEAMD INDUSTRY
1947 - 1967
YEAR NO OF FACTORY WORKERS N O, OF FIRMS
1947 47,356 961
1948 56,815 1,120
1949 60,205 1, 2
1950 81,718 478
1951 86,136 1.720
















iource: TionE Kong statistics 1931 - 1967
Hong Kong Government Printer
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Hong Kong grows into an important industrial centre
on account of cheap labour, low rent and Imperial Preferential
taxes. Now, it is high time for us to nsses the entire situation
after 20 years of amazing development.
Labour is no longer chea, in Hong Kong. The rapis
rise in the living standard of the poeple of Hong Kong of Hong Kong
resulted in the quick increase in the wages of labourers, the
cost of production conseeuently increase, Many prospective
investors now begin to turn to Taiwan and Korea and other South
East Asian courtries for their industrial opportanites.
Factory rents soured up in the late 1960's Many factories,
especially theose in Kwun Tong, have to face the exhuberast rise
in crown rents . Some entreprencurs are to close down their
factories. In addition, factory sites near theharbour are limited,
reclamation can do very little to solve this problem as most of the
reclaimable lands in the urban areas have been used up.
The entrance of the United Kingdim int othe Europena Common
Market yet poses another indefinite future on the industry of Hong Kong.
The Imperial preference tex will be lifted and Hong Kong manufacturers




CHIEF COMMERCIALDISTRICTS OF HONGKONG
In this chapter, I wish to confine my scope of studies to
the chief commercial districts of the Hong Kong Lsland. The aim of
this study id to examine the factors responsible for bringing about
the present commercial locations locational changes.
Particular emphasis is laid on the Central District as the commercial
history of this district started as early as 1841 and it remains
to be the commercial centre of Hong Kong.
The first centenary of Hong Kong was remarkable for her
commercial achievements, firms large and small sprang up along the
water front. It is uknfortunate that ststistical data for this period
are largely absent or deatroyed durign the two wara, detailed locational
maps are therefore impossible to be prepared. The author has to be
satisfied with some generalised locational maps which dipict rough
sketches of the locational pattern of the early commercial firms of
Hong Kong. The folowing paragra;hs attempt to trace the locational
changes of the chief commercial districts in each economic period
as is otlined in Chapter II.
1841 - 1865
Hong Kong is a mountainous inland. The absence of large
rivers and the strong tidal scour result in the lack of coastal lowland.
Save the limited lowlands aroud Causeway Bay, Tai Hang ang Happy Valley,
Hong Kong s practically a mountainous country. Eeclamation is therefore
an important feature ing the commarcial development of Hong Kong. Nearly
every period of commercial boom is accompaniod by a large-scale reclamation
programme.
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When early settlers came to Hong Kong, they naturally selectod
the morthern coast of Hong Kong as the base for their future dovelopmont.
This site had the sdvantage of being protected from the atrong North-
easterly winds and the Sorth-easterly winds in winter and summer
reapectively. The south-essterly winds in summer are barred by
mout Parkers, Mount Cameron, Mount Kellet and the Victoria Peak. The
magnififcient harbour of Hong Kong is again another strong inducemont
for the firme of Hong Kong to be located along the coast.(see Map III. 1)
originally, British administrators intended to develop Happy
Valley as the commercial centre of Hong Kong. The rolatively large
piece of flat coast land, the bettor soil and the sheltered location
seemed to invite commercial development. Buldings were erected here
and there. In the East Poin, (the present day Causeway Bay) the
Jardine, Matheson & Co., was established and the company offered to
lik East Point with happy Valley by a canal.
unfortunately, all the cheerful hopes of turning Happy Valley
into a commercial centre failed to come true, Chinese merchants
preferred teh present day Shoung Wan and Sai Ying Poon to Happy Valley
on the ground of Ffungshui.1 European merchants were threatened by
the frequen to occurences of malaria and other deadly diseases. The
low-humid, fog-covered valley were favourable bleeding grounds for
moaquitos and other germs, Water supply and sewages were othe serious
sanitary problems. So in the five years following the Treaty of Nanking,
many people died of these dreadfal diseases.
The open drier moutain slopes of the present day Central District
which was less subjected to Malaria were then selected as the headquarter
1 Fungshui means superstition in Chinese
3of the European fi as and government offices
During the course of February 1841, numorous partier of
British and fereign merchants came to Hong Kong. Matsheds and buildings
were erected along the waterfromt. The first company, the Lindany and Co.,
was established near the Spring Garden.
'Land Sale' took plcce in June 1841, The purchasers of these
lots were entirely British and non-Chinese. Most of the puchased lots
were loccated at the present day Central District of Hong Kong. Lergo- scal
maps of Hong Kong still reveal the old comme. cial centres. Larger firms
bought land s near to the sea where goods could be loaded and unloadod
easily. The large clusters of marine lots in the immediate east of
Ice House Street were the most preferred sites for thoir houses. The
commercial cantres extended mainly from Ice House Street in the east
following the Queen's Road Central to the present day Dude II street,
WyndhamStrcet,Pettinger gtreet, Crannan Street , Aberdeen Street to
Kau U Fong Steet. (see Map III .2 ) These formed teh main European
commercial contres. Rearly all the large Tirms such as the Bent and
Co., Macvicar and Co., Cemmel & Co.Hooker and Lane, Rabert gebster,
Heerjecbhoy Ruttonjee ete, were concentrated within thie limit.
Jardine Matheson & Co. was located in the Mast Point. Spring Carden
i.e. the present day Ship Strget was bought by Lindsay and Cl. Mothing
was sold west of the Central Market.
Shounh Wan was still relatively undeveloped and was mainly
occupied by Chines residents.
Queen's Road ,the main communiction artery of Early Hong Kong
was constructed along the foothill of Victoris. 3 to 4 miles long, from
East poin to the West side of Wongneichung Valley. Wellinton Street.
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another chief road, was built further up the mountain slopes and is
connected with queen's toad by sore steep-sided, narrow paths, such
as the WyndhhamStreet, Abordeen Street, Peel Street and Shelley street
Owing, to the limited land lots available for sale, pricer
rose sharply. Generally speaking, land lots near to Government offices
along Queen's Koad and near to Ice House Street were bought by merchants
of lesser means.
Chinese Commercial Centre
After thesale of land ,British and forcign merchants
began to erect houses in their respective lots. The chief houses and
government offices wcre sited east of the lce house Street.
To cater for the needs of these Europeans, retail shops found
themselves in the Caxton Bazaar-west of Ice House Street. Chinese
merchants sold curios, furniture, oriental antiques and other articles
of attraction to the Europeans, Various kinds of service wcre also
provided for the European. Pieces of furniture were Gold and houses
were constructed, for them. The Chinese cormnunity was mainly concentrated
to the west of Aberdeen street. Here Kau U Fond may be conveniently
taken as the starting point. The Chinese were mostly labourers and
businessmen, They could not compete for better siton near the
iuropean commercial centre and the harbour but tried to locate
themselves near the European business centre with a view to securing
better jobs. By that time.the chief means of communication of the
Chinese was foot and most of them could not afford to use chairs.
So roximity to the working places was an important factor in affecting
the selection of sites for the Chinese settlers.
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Ships and junks mostly anchored near the present day
Sai Ying Poon.Goods were loaded and unloaded there. Chinese
workmen were then concentraten along the waterfront of West Point.
(Sai Ying poon).
Wealthier Chinese businessmon built their houses in the
presen day Tai Ping Shan street and po Hing Fong. It is rather
interesting to noto the local street names such as Fong and Lane
of South China to be used here, e.g. Po Hing Fong ,Kui Yu Fong
Wa Ninglane Pound lane etc.The buildings in this Chinese district
followed the Chinese style and architecture. Most of these flats
at present have been demolished but the crowded, narrow stroets
and the traditional Chinese place names still bear witness to the
past Chinese settlemont. To-day, of one takes a stroll from the
Shanghai Bank to Possession Point, one cannot fail ato notice the
abrupt change of tosmscape when one tuns from wellington Street
westwards to Queeun's Road Central. The closely Packed Chinese
houses and hte narrow street stand in sharp contrast to the more
open skyscrappers east of Aberdeen Street.
Two retailing contres.the upper and the lower bazaars,
were established. The upper bazaar was bounded by teh Gage Street,
Graham Street and the peel street; the lower bazaar was composed of
the present day Central Market and the Gilman's Bazaar. Both these
two bazaars had the advantage of locating between the Chinese and
the European settlements. Most of the Europeans lived in the
European Bsiness Centre. The froud floor was used for cimmercial
purposes whilst the first floor for residential function. These
two bazaare were ideally placed in between those two centros of
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settioments and both the Chinese and Europeans were at convenient
walking distance to buy what they needed. The lower bazaar was
located near the waterfront and it had the advantage of easier
communication. Goods carried by junks from China could be louded
and unlosded directly on the lower bazaar. The flatier site
facilitated shopping in the bazaar.
In 1856,the total anount of population reached 125,5041
Chinese population inereased from 19,009 in 1844 to 121,497 in 18652
and non-Chinese from 454 to 4,007 in the same period.3 The rapod
increase in population directly reflected the internal unrests in
China,e.g.the Taiping Rebellion.Another reasson is the growing
prosperity of the trade and commerce of Hong Kong. Statisties
for ships entoring and leaving Hong Kong showed marked increase.
In 1844, 338 ships with a total tonnago of 189,257 tons ontered
and cleared.4 In 1865, this figure increased to 4,445 ships
with a total tonnage of 2,134,164 tons. Wealthy Chinese merchants
began to invest with their money in Hong Kong and they started to
regard Hong Kong as their home of pernanent residence.
With the ragid increase of population,sites suitable fome
residence and commerce were soon crowded with people. This condition
was particularly true in the Chinese living quarter.5
In view of the growing domand for residential and commercial
sites, the government ol Hong Kong undertook to reclaim the sea.
In 1851, Bonham Strand was first reclaimed after a fire. In 1854,
1,2,3,4, The Historical and Statistical Abstracts of the Colony of
Hong Kong 1841 - 1930. Third Edition, Noronha & Co.,
Government Printers, Hong Kong, 1932, P. 12.
5 i.e Tai Ping Shan Street
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Wing Lok stroot was alwo reclaiuod1.Large numner of chiuesse migratod
to san Francisco,Australia and the straite.The following table
shows this fact:









Her Majosty's stationory office,1964,p.132
Chinese emigrantsstill clang to their traditional ways
of living.Daily necessities were sent through Hong Kong to
San francisco,Australia and the straits.Ynport and Drport trarie
with the Chinese emigrants developed rapidly.kftor 1360,somo
Chinone omigrants teturned to Hong Kong set up Iaport and kkporo
firms to trade with North America,Australia and the straits.
During this time,the sino-British rslationship continued
to ameliotatc.As long as the accupation of canton by tkw flliod forcos
continuod,Hong Kong was virtually the coty of supply for the canton city
The growing impotrance of Import and Export trade raoaltod
in the rapid rapid development of companies along the newly reclaimed sites
1 E Dalby,Hong Kong passenger Tranopart survcy 1964-66 The
Hong Kong Governnem Printer.1967 p.8
8of Wing Lok Street and Eonham Strand which was than studded with
Chinese firms. Wing Lok Street was selected as the chinese Commerrcial
certre for the following reasons: Firstly, this street was newly
reclaimed and it was not congested. The price of land was not
very expensive compared with the Europear commercial centres.
Secondly. this site had the adcantage of proximity to the old
Chinese setleuent and theEuropoan commoxcial coctre adn thia
Eocation facilitated the trsassctios of businsas. Thirlly,
ships Lak street as fooates near the ratorfrers and godrms, Most
of the first were imort and expart firts anf shipsine firhs,
threeie stertrent poeitier was of the ntrest impo tance.
This pewie also new snce sofnl expansion of private
and piblie ontenpias nosd of the vasant aites ithin short
distes of the city centre More then built over , The city did
not extend furthar eantrards .The westar subwyt were esnsideraly
oxpanies and cupanroue shmppeon honces were exectelion the uilisices
angwent toint, The peak was deveoloped, in 1859 a path lonaing
to the top of Victerin peak was out.
With the develonmer of import and expor tand saipping
fiirms in the Ning Lok Qtreet, cmilope and aerch nes freguente
this new con orcial centre .Resteniars,bars and hostels began
to spring up in the vicinity of Wing Lok Stree, Another important
trade was jowelery. Hong Kong before 1841 was a fishing port
and was inhabited by fishorsen who had a particular fondness for
gold rings and jewelleries. Arter the comstruction of the Rueen's Road
many jewellare shops were set pu along to-day's Qusen's Road Central.
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The shops were located there because of the nearness to piors and
wharves and Queen's Road was the main road visited by tourists and
asilors. Most of the welthy Chinese merchants lived in po Hing Fong
and Tai Ping Shan, These two high-class residential zones were
within easy walking distance to these jiwellery shops. Furthermore,
these shops were in the neighbourhood of Possession Point where
restaurants and pleasure houses abounded and where wealthy merchants
frequently visited.
With the advance of import and export trade, a belt of
godowns was set up along the waterfromt of Sai Ying Poon where
piers and jetties were numerous. They were located in Sai Ying Poon
Because teh rent was lower and the sites more specious and furthormore
Sai Ying Poon was connected with the Chinese and European commeroial
centres by good roads. Most of the Chines coolies lived in this
districe, therefore labourers could be obtained easily.
1865 - 1914
Population figure in 1865 was 125,504 and in 1914 it rose
to 501,304,1 In fifty years, the population increased 4 folds.
Shipping trade continued to prosper in spite of munorous
disturbancs adn natural natural disasters. The statistics in this poriod
proves this fact; In 1866, there number of ships increased to
tonnage of 1,891,281, in 1914, the number of ships with a total
23,740 and the total tonnage was 24,069,879.2
The prosperity in commerce and the increasing population
1 The Historical and Statistical Abstracts of the Colony of Hong Kong
1841 - 1930. Third Edition, Noronha & Co, Fovermnent Printers,
Hong Kong,1932,P.12
2 G.B. Endacott, An Eastern Entrepot, London, Her majesty's Stationery
office,1964 P.132
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gave rise to and acute shortage of land for commercial and residential
purposes. Land speculation and the gradual extension of the urban
centre began. The Victoria Peak was developed and the growing
importance of the Chinese merchants enabled them to infiltrate
into the once European commercial centryes. The old Chinatown was
also extended, godowns were numerous along sai ying poon. Residontial
sites began to spread to wanchai and causeway Bay. Konnody Toun
was then beginnig to develop as an important godown district.
Reclamation was one of the feasible ways to cope with the cvcr-
incrcasing population and the growing demand for company sites.
In 1886, 22 acres of land wero reclaiwed from the aea at Kemmedytoun.
In 1891 another 8/12 acres were added to Kennedy Town. In 1902.we
saw the completion of the big praya reclamation. In 1904,65 acres
of land were reclaimed on the present connaught road. All These
sies were singularly locatod near the sea and the chief commercial
centres. Later all these aitos were tarned ino godowns and
commercial centres.
Wanchai still remained a residential area in this period,
this was because the harbour was silting up in front of the naval
yard so that the small naval pier was practically high and dry at
low tides. Stores being landed had often been dragged over und.
A praya scheme to link up the eastern district was proposod to
ease the congested condition of the Central District but mfoztunately
this scheme was turned down. The invention of telegraph and the
opening of the Suez Canal had revolutizonalized the commercial practice,
I G.B Endacott. A History of Hong Kong. Hong Hong University press.
1948.p.87
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large stocks used to be kept by Duropean firme were no longer necessary
becauce shipment could be arranged for more quickly.
The hope to develop Wanchai and the East failed to come
true . Large godowns were no longer required. Consequently, the
rental. of Wanchai District dropped by 40- 50% in the 1860's and 70's.
This period was remarkable for the riso in prominernce
of the Chiness merchants.The number of Chinese population rese
rapidly. In 1872 , the Census returns showed a total population
of 121,985. In the 1876, cernsus figure increased to 139,144 This
increase of 17,159 in four years was mainly due to an increase
in the Chinese population which then amouted to 130,168
In the report of 12th February 1877, the Asting Registrar
General said," Nearly every other nationality shows a decroase
especially amount the adults, there were now 86 British, 12 German,
12 Americans and 10 Danish male adults residerts less then in 1872."1
In a dispatch to the Earl of Carnvor in 1877, Sir Pope
Hennessy wrote "The British, German and American mercntiol firms
are as a rule restrcting their operations, while the Chinese
are steadily ectending their business."2
Chiese Warehouses and Companies were becoming more
numerous every year. After acquiring commercial experience from
the European companies, Chinese merehants began to set up firms
along the European lines. The Central School, the present day
Queen's College, and other schools were reaponsible for educating
1,2 Extract from a Fipatch from Sir Pope Hennessy to the Earl
of Carnarbon, ordered to be printed by the honse of Commons,
No.426, August 1881 relating to the Economic progress of
the Chinese.
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youg Chinese who later became wealthy merchants.
The increasing prosperity of the Chinese oreated a rapid
demand for commercial sites, the old Chinese commercial centres
were already over-crowded, Consequently, we saw a Grandal
infiltration of the Chinese firms into the European commercial
centres. Three proposals came befor the Surveyor Goneral for
the sale of the European property to the Chinese for shops and
dwelling in 1877.1 Sir Pope Hennessy, the then Governor of Hong Kong,
approved the recommendation of permitting Chinese buildings to be
constructed above a line running along upper WyndhamStreet,
Hollywood Road, Aberdeen Street, the back lots facing Gaine Road,
Bonham Road adn High Street , All these sites were formerly exclusivc
to the Europeans.
In 1881 , the total property bought by the Chinese from
foreigners amounted to $17,1001366.2
The expansion of the Chinese firas were not limoted to
the east where most of the European firmas were located, In the
weat, Bonham Strand began to row. This Strand is in the immediate
vicinity of Wing Lok Street - the then most prosperous Chinese
commercial centre. It was also near to the waterfront and anjoyed
all the facilities of Wing Lok Street (e.g. nearness to godowns
and the Chinese residential centre.) To the weat of Bonham Strand,
merchants of lesser means established their firms along the
waterfront.The Chinese comemrcial contre was virtually a commercial
belt fringing the present day Sheung Wan. Further west of theis belt
1 Extracts from a speech by the Governor, Sir John Pope Hennessy,
to the Legislative Coucil,3rd Janusry 1881, on the subjedct of the
Census Returns and the Progress of the Colony. Hong Kong Government
Gazette, 4th June 1881
2 c.f. the total property bought by foregners from Chinese 316.450
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was the godown which extended to the present day Kennedy Town.
With the increasing number of population adn the rapid
rise into prominence of the Chinese merchants. traditional Chinese
tea houses and amusemen houses were founded, Some famous ones
were the Yat Siu Lau, Tak Wan Tea House adn Ko Sing Restaurant.
They were sited near to Eing Lok Street and Bonham Strand where
many Chines merchante Gathered to carry out their business transaction
'over a cap of tea'.
There were two big theatres showing Chinese opera - they
were the Ko Shing and Chung Hing theatres. Chun Hing was located
at Tai On Terrace. This theatre mainly sorved Chineso residents
in Tai Ping Shan which ws then declining in importance as most
of the richer Chinese merchants preferred to live in the mid-lovels.
Business was not very well done. Ko Shing theatre had a much better
location. In was located at Queen's Road which was then the most
frequented place of the Chinese. Furthermore it was sited in the
heart of the Chinese commercial adn residential centres.
Possession Point is a place of historic importance. In
the early years of Hong Kong's history, this place had been developed
into an important recreational centre. This place was studded with
bars, public houses,fortune tellers, letter writers adn herbists.
It might be justified to claim that this place was the earliest
hawking groud for the hawkers of Hong Kong. The comparatively
flatter groud near the Chinese worers' living quarters favoured the
growth of Possession Pont into an important recreational centre.
Businessmen living in the meighbourhood of Tai Ping Shan area were
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fond of apending rheir leisure hours there. public houses and bars
were concentrated in possession point but after 1903, they were
moved to shek Tong Tsui by the Government Ordinance. Shok Tong Tsui
then became the centre of recreation. In 1910, it vas estimated
that there were 18 chinese restaurants employing over 1,000 persons
and there were do public houses with 2,000 prostitutes. 1
Rccreational centres situated outside the urban districts
were Ming Yuan in North point; Tai pak Lau in sai wan Yuo yuan in
Happy valley. All these amusement centros occupied large and
spacious sites and were impossible to be constructed within the
urban centres.
chinese emigrants continued to flov to difforent parts
of the world. of rhese, people living in the southern coastal
areas of china formed the largest group. They settled in
south-east Asia e-s- Thailand. vietnam, Indonesia, singapore and
Malaysia. In Thailand,most of the chinese were of rthe chiu-chow
origin and they succeeded in hanling the export and import trade
of rice. when they returntd to Hong Kong. they still had good
commercial connection with these ciuntries . Goods from south-east
Asid therofore often stopped at Hong Kong and were re-exported
to china and goods coming from North china also made use of Kong Kong
to be exported to south-east Asia where many overseas chinese inhabited.
Thus, fitms dealing with this kind of re-export trade is known in
Hong Kong as the 'Nam pak Hong'. 2 These firms were also known
1 see Eitel's Europe in china,Besikton & co., 1940 p. 158
2 Literally means the North and South Firms
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as the. 0 9.8 HHongs as a commission of 2% was ehargedon Goods
re-exported to China or the South-east Asian countries. : `hese
Hongs were mostly grouped along the Bonham Strand to take advanta e
of the proximity to godowns, piers., shipping f irliis and other
facilities. The chief items of trade were rice, tea, he-libs, spices
and other local products of China and South-east Asia. host of
the Nara Pak Hong had their own godowns and junks. Some sraaller
firms hired junks to do the import and. export trade. Usually a
Ham .Pa's Hong employed 50 70 employees and some as many as 110.
The Europeans usually called Bon_han Strand as the Chinese street
because of the overwhelming number of Chinese firms - it was not
possible to find one single firm operated by foreigners. To-day..
things have changed a lot,. foreign firms, especially banks, have
infiltrated into the once pure Chinese commercial centre. Before
the. First Told War, there were about 90 Nan Pte,. .one and the
annual turnover exceeded X520,000,00001' In 1922 a world depression
set in and many old Longs failed. To-day most of the old firms have
closed dorm and are gradually replaced by other types of retail shops.
In the later part of this period, we saw the develop ien 4
of some large department stores. Most of these stores wero invested
by rich overseas Chinese merchants. The China's rapoxatu Company
,was established by an overseas Chinese who re :urned to Hong, , Kong
from Australia.. A large sum of 5 o00. Oo02 was collected and a
piece of land along Queen's Road was bought for the compan- site.
The: famous Sincere Companywas also capitalised by an overseas Ch Inese..
1 Newspaper Cutting. Kung Sheen .Yat Po,, 2nd May 1968
2 .. lx n atioii obtained,. from the Government CompanyRegistry
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The company was sited along Connaught oad. All these large
department stores were located near large commercial contros to
take advantage of the easy communication.
1914-1939
The Chinese Revolution in 1911 gave rise to another
influx of Chinese immigrants into Hong Kong. It was estimated
that in the months of April and May 1911,the inerease in population
due to the influx of refugees amounted to 40,000 and 50,000
respectively.1 This created great problemg of water supply,
sanitation and housing. A building boom thus startod.
TABLE III.2 BUILDING SITBS UNDERCONSTRUCTION
(INCLUDING NORTHPOINT)









Source:Report of Public Work Committec
Sessional Paper.Hong Kong,1920
Not all refugees were destitute,many of them were
wealthy merchants and during this period,trude continued to grow
in the colony,in spite of some local happenings which disrupted
1 See Eitel's Europe in China.Bedikton and Co.,1940 P.325
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commerce for a while.
Chinese merchants continued to prosper and this Fact can
well be observed from the land sale statistics of this period, Many
of the Chinese merchants set up firms in the western style and
competed successfully with the Europeans. The traditional Chinese
companies the Nara Pax Ion was still doing well. In vicar of the
lack of sites for commercial buildings, reclamation continued to
take place in different parts of Kowloon and Mont, Kong.
.he following statistics shows the prominence of the
Chinese merchants in this period:
TABLE 111„ 3 THE PERCENTAGEOF CHINESE DSTABLTSHED
FIRMS IN 1910
HO . OF FIRMS PERCENTAGE
Total number of firms in Hong Kong
(reistered) 449 100%
Total number of firms established
by non Chinese 83 29%
Total number of firms established
by Chinese 366 71%
source: Hong Kong Government Company Registry
From this table, it is clear that Chinese merchants became
very prominent. Wing Lod Street, the then Chinese commercial centre
had already been studded tir.th firms and companies. BonhamStrand,,.
the centre, of the Nam Pak Houg. continued to develop. Nany new firms
were established., Older commercial zones such as Queen's Road
Wing Lok Street Jervois Street offered few sites suitable for
commere development. Companies began to appear in the newly
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reclaimed sites such as Connaught Rondand Des Voeux Road. The
nearness to the harbour, godowns and the fact thra s it was not so
congested induced entrepreneurs to start business there.
This period witnessed the development of Des Voeux Road
Connaught goad and the continual expansion of the Bonham strand
The following table illustrate the firms rogistere
during this period in the old Chinese commercial centres.










Source; Statistical data based on the information
obtaned from teh Governmern Company Registry
From this table, it is clear that Bonham Strand Became
very important on account of the rapid development of the Chinese
overseas trade - the Nam Pak Hong trade. The limited space of this
Strand resulted in the growth of Des Voeux Road (North of Bonham Strand).
In 1904 tramways began to seerve the Hong Kogn citizens. Many firms
took adbantage of this adn firms sprang up along Des Voeux Road on
which tram-rails were laid. Des Voeux Road enjoyed the same advantage
as Bonham Strand such as nearness to the coast, the godowns and the
commercial centres. Wing Lok Street continued to thrive adn Connaught Road,
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a newly reclaimed site shared part of the prosperity of Wing Lok Street
and began to develop rapidly. In spitc of this,Connaught Rond
was not so well developed as Des Voeux Road because large stretches
of Connaught Road were reserved for godowns.
In this period,the rapid infiltration of the Chinese
merchants into the Buropean commercial centre and the fact that
the number of Chinese firms were so numerous that it was no longer
true to describe this district as the Buropean commercial centre.
Though Suropeau firms were so lonpor Goainnut, this Gistriet was
still the west important commerieal Gistriet to nearly RIL the Langest
firms were sited there. In this district ,the Chinese mercharts chenied
their traditional ways of doing businoes to the western Mcthed of
managing their companies.In this sense,the European commercial aistrcit
was still 'Buropean' from the point of view of otheds of chtueuent.
The following table shoesthe rapid infiltration of the Whineso sorciante
into the Buropean Commercial Cortre.






Source: Statistical data basod on the informetion
obtainod from Goversont Company Rosistry
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In the European commercial centre, the locational changes
were more or less the same as the Chinese commercial cen: tLre. Des Voeux
Road became very important. Connaught :-toad, the newly reclaimed land
was . growing rapidly. and Queen's Road continued to he the ,..,air- commercial
centre of the European commercial centre. The following table
illustrates these facts clearly-
ABLE III, 6 FIRMS ESTABLISHED AlONG HIE, THREE MAIN
ROADSIN THE EUROPEANCOMMERCIALCENTRE
(1914-1939)
LOCATION NU]IBLR OF JIN3
queen' s Road Central 108
Des Voeux Road Central 53
Cannaught Road Central 75
aourc Statistical data bated on the information
obtained from the Government Gompany Registry
The core. of Queen's Road was to be found near the china
Building. There were 38 newly regist Bred firms established in this
building during this period. Most of these firms were engaged in
impart and ex car trade and were capitalised by. Chinese morchanto,
Of the 38 firms only two were founded by non-Chinese. European fires,
however, were concentrated in the following buy.? dins: The st George's
Building Prince's Building* York Bu'l -dng,# Alexandra and Glouoestor
Buildings,
During this period, the improvement of communication1 and the
lack of suitable sites for commercialrowth led to the gradual
1The china motor Motor co Ltd,Was founded in .1924
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development of the Wanchai District. Johnston Road and H Eennessy Doad
were first developed on account of she bettor roads and nearness to
the harbour,. The following table shows the corimercial growth of
Wanchai during this period.













Source ; The Hong Kong Government Company Registry
Twenty-eight firms were establiehod in Wanchai during this
period Of these six were mo ior vehicle deaIers and all of them were
scattered along Join stop and Hennessy Road which wore then newly
constructed and .rider. Five import and export. were set up in
Wanchai. The lower rent and the improved commaunication begaa to
attract businesmen to site their companies in Wanchai ,Furthermore
Wanchai is in close proximity to the entrai District and the merchants
can make full use of the banking and oher commercial faciiities, of
the Central District. Wanchai offered more spacious sites for the
manufacturing. companies and this fact is reflected in the large nrarber
of manufacturing firms Wanchai
The Chinese Commercial Zone
Bonha Strand formed the core of the Nam Pak Hong. During this
period, the Nam Pak trade continued to prosper, This was reflected
in the increasing number of firms established there. 53 new firms
.were recorded, Of these, 289 were engaged in import and export trade
.Others were connected with Nam Pak trade. Z
Wing Lok Street was congested. Only 31 firms were registered.
Of these, 12 were import and export firms. Other firms were of ulideli
different natures, e.g. ' dealers of electrical goods, metal, Japanese
goods- rice, sugar, genseng, toys, blankets, towels, drugs etch
other feature was the close relat-i onship be tcween capi-t,al
and location. Many firms with a nominal capital of over $500, 0()0
were to be founded within the square bounded by Connaught '}1Load,
Queen's Road, Ice House Street and the Theatre' '.ane. This directly
reflected the land value of this central core which eras still beyond
the: reach of some firms of lesser means. Smaller firms With a capita1
of less then $500, 000 were widely scattered outside the commercial
centre where the land value was lower. They were mainly located
West of the Theatre Lane and Last of the present day New Western Market.
Traditional Chines' - ierch .nts preferred to site their firms in.aonhcm
Strand, Wing Lok Street and the adjacent areas because of the proximity
to other Chinese firms. Therefore these streets still remained the
Chinese Commercial Centre.
1939-1950
After the 2nd World :tar, there were some short-lived periods
of commercial boom. Figures of import and export trade mounted
,steadily. Consequently, import and export firms formed-the most
important branch of commerce and trade. Accoring to the m,vAv
I e.g rice morchanta, dealers in herbs, sugar merchants. aensen
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published in 1951 by the Chinese General Chamber of Commerce , there
were 7,500 trading companies and shops in Hong Kong. Of these , nearly
2,400 firms were import and export firms. They were mostly located
in the pre-war commercial centres. The rapid influx of refugees
after the wars resulted in the dominating proportion of Chiese
population over the foreign population , Most of the Chinese were
not destitute and the European Commercial Centre was then dominated
by the Chines . Thore were only 183 European Import/Export firms
in the European Commercial Centre comparea with 780 Import/Export
firms managed by the Chinese.
In the traditional Chinese centres such as Bonhas Strand,
Wing Lok Street. Des Voeux Hoad West. Chinese merchanis continued
to prosper. how the soction of Des Voeux Road and Commaught Road
near Wing Lok Street had also developed into important trading contres.
They were also crowded with import and export firms.
Connaught Road experionced the greatest proportioal
increase in commercial firms . In 1936, the total number of firms
recorde along this road was 53. In 1951 it increased to 1,265.
(From Edinburgh Place to Eastern Street) THe nearness to the commercial
centres, harbor, piars, godowns, tramways ete, enabled the nowly
reclaimed Connaught Road to develop very rapidly. The seetion between
Western Market and Eastern Street Street experienced teh greaiest phenomonal
growthe .On the other hand , Queen's Road West, Hollywood Road,
Jervois Street had dotetirated into smal shopping areas, Very few
companies were located there , this was due to the distance from the
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central commercial centres, the difficult communixation and the narrow
and sloping streets.
A new line of business sprang up after the war -the finance
coeiioanies. They spread along Mercer Street, Bonhan Strand and wing Lok
Street. Their location was. closely connected with the Nan Pak Hong
After the War, Wing Lok Street East and Bonhai Strand Lact were still
prospering.
In 195l, there were 93 Nam pak. Hong .the financial firng
sprang up to provide financial assistance to the chinere morchants
who were still not very used to the European banning, systerisn
Anothep important feature in this period was the fornation
of a belt of ornamental and goldsmith shops lining along queon's Road
Central, (Starting from Possession Point to where Qnoen's Road neots
Bones Strand) These shops did not require a coastal sito but they
took the advainto e of lcatin neex to Bonham strand - the thon
Chinese coviriercial centre, In additions communication was good
and above Queen's Road Central wac the Chinese repidential zone,
Below Queen's Road Central, there were many hotels and piers where
sailors abotnded. So along Queen's load Central, a whole line os
jewello ay and goldsmith shops were founded.
Very few companies were found above the present day
ueen's Road in 1951, The chief reason was the sloping and narrow
nature of the streets, Communication was very difficult, so expansion
of firms cd to be spread..along the waterfront where recla cation was
made use of to produce more flat land,
With the dovelomont of trade rereatol contres also
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grew. These were , in the Central Districts of Hong Kong, restaurants,
cafes, camera studion etc. which grew in number as trade improved, to
cater for the white-collar class. The location fo these shops , cafes
was aggravated towards the 'European commercial centre'. In Nam Pak Hong,
the Chinses tea houses were most numerous. Cafes were found mainly
west of the Central Market where western influence prevailed. Some
large Chinese restaarants succeeded in penetrating into the European
commercial centre, e.g. Cafe de Chine . The delicious Chinese dishes
attracted both the Europeans and the Chinese alike. Chinese tea
houses were better developed in Des Voeux Road Weat near Bonhan Btand
where Chinese merchanes were numerous.
1951 - 1971
For the locational distribution or hte commercial firas
in this peried, a new chapter is devoted.
CHAPTBRIV
THE CONMERCIAL STRUSTURE OF FUE YRAL DISTRICT
In the previous chapter, the writer has already traced
the locational and structural changes of the central District from
1841-1950. However the most spectacular change of the census of
Hong Kong took plsce after 1950 when the U.S government imposed
a ttrade embargo on goods entering China. This is reflected uarkedly
on the commercial and locational changes of the Central District.
The Central District is unique in several ways:-
It is the chief commercial centre of the wholy, but surprisingly,
it was originally developed on a slope. Nost of the mat land upon
which many skyscrappers are standing now are obtained from reclanation.
This fact draws no parallcl in other parts of the world. Secondly,
it is unique in the sense that the Central District partakea the
nature of wholosaling, retailing, tourist tradem service and
neighbourhood business. It is a district of many contrasts. Modern
buildings are forund standing sided by side with old shabby pro-war
structures. Not very far from the first class hotesls are gloomy,
dirty inng and apartment houses. Equally strange is that a large
market is located in the heart fo the chief commercial district
where bankg stand just next to it.
The central District is further complizcated by many
differnt types of land use. It is the chief administrative and
recreational centres. A study of this district is therefore moet
rewarding as it reveals most of the important commercial charactaristies
of Hong Kong.
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Since there does not exist a clear dlimitatiom of the
Central Distric, in this chopter the boundares of the Central
District are as follows:
The Eastern Boundary : Marray Road
The Western Boundary : Des boenx Rod West
The Northern Boudary : The Coastline
The Couthera Boundary : Prom Bonham Strand Bast to
Nueon's Road Central
The Central District si soparated from Wan Chai clearly by the Kaval
Dockyord and from Sai Ying Foon by the western Barket (Sheung Wan
Karket). Acrss the harhour is Tsimshatsni, the chiof cmmcrcial
distrlot of Kowloon. In is also facing the densely populated
district of Kowloon such as Shumshuipe, Mongkek adn yan Wa Tei.
(See Map IV.1)
There is easy access to the Central Distriet from Kowloon
and the New crritories. At present, two ferry companies provide
forry sorvicss from the Central Distriet to differen parts of
Kewloen and the New Torritories. The following ferry routes
are provided:
Central District - Tsimshatsui
Central District -Shumshuipe
Central District - Jordan Road
Central District - HongKong
Central District - Tsuen Wan
Central Distriet - Publying lslands (Lantao Island,)
Peng Chau, Chenug Chen
There is also a bbehicular ferry linking Jardan Road with
the central District. A bus terminus is looated in fromt of the
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Vehicular Ferry. Various bus routes link nearly every part of Hong Kong
with the central Distrtict. The Mini-bus ,a no-voice means of providing
transport service, came into existence after the 1967 riot and is
now running regular service. Apart from that, trains and trams
are also available to the workers of the central District.
The rapid increase in the number of vehicles in Hong Kong
results in the acute shortage of car parks. At present tho following
car parks are availabie to the ever increasing office workers of
the central District:-
TABLE IV.1 CAR PARKS IN THE CERTAL DISTRICT
LOCATION
Star Ferry Car Park
City Hall Car Park
Murray Parade Ground
Rumsey Streot Car Park





Source:Hong Kong Statistics (1957-1967)
The following new car parks are proppsed:
TABLE IV.2 PROPOSEDCAR PAEKS
LOCATION NO. OF CAN PARKS




central Foodstuff Retail Market 300
Murray Barrack Area 300
Source: Kong Kong statistics (1957-1967)
4A study of the contour nap of t1ho Central District would
reveal the influence of reliof on the commercial development of this
district.The ten metre contour line roughly dividen the chief
commercial district of the Central District from the rosidentail zone.
The old commercial centre of the Central District was located along
Queen's Road Central which was then the coactline in 1841.Above
Queen's Road Central,the gradient increases sharply-from Queen's
Road to Wellington Street, there is a net increase of ten metres in
altitude.The fonty mater comtour line roughly coiucides with Hellywood
Road.The steep gradient results in the difficulty of communication
and wipes off the possibility of extending the commercial district
upwards.Below Queen's Road Central,the land is exceedirgly flat
as it is reclaimed from the sea.In this flat site stands the present
day chief commercial centre of the Central District.Graph IV.1 shows
the abowe facts clearly.
The majority of the population of HongKong reside in the
harbour vicinity despite the fact that the topography hampers such
development.The area is hemmed in an there sides by steep hills
and much of the land required for economic expansion has been won
by reclaimation.In fact,the first reclamation work was started
only a few months after the cessation of HongKong in 1841.At that
time many of the firms with harbour frontages began to extend their
own own boundaries seawards.Since then there has hardly a single
decade in which reclamation work has not been taking place.Nap IV.1
shows the growth of reclamation and indicates the location of schemes
that are at hand at the time of writing.
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There are many factors attributing to the present commercial
structure of the central District. The Korean War had an important
impact on the exonomy of Hongkong. Since then, import and export
trade declined in importance. This change was clearly reflected in
the decline of Nam Pak Hong Trade.1 Industry and tourist trade energed
to become the dominant commercial activities. Department stores, hotels
antique and art shops atc. increased greatly in number in response to
the growing importance of tourist trade and new buildings were erected
to replace the old pre- war structures to provide office sites for
factories.
Other factors responsible for shaping the present commercial
structures of the Central District are:- a post-war booa, making up
For the war time lag in commercial congtruction; changing number aned
characteristics of consumers in different parts of the city; greater
mobility of these consumers beeauge of now highways and more widespread
automobile use for shopping: increasing scale in retailing: growth
of new kinds of retail outlets and changing income and population
characteristics of various parts of the city.
The rapid growth of the Centrict creates many
problems. The increase of office workers of the Central District
results in severe traffic congestion and insufficient parking
facilities. Owing to the lack of Office sites, rents sour up.Retail
shops in the ground fldor have to suffer very high rents which in
turn shoot up the prices of goods. In fact, Hongkong has already
lost the good name of'the shopping paradise of the Orient'.
1.nam pak Hong is an important branch of import and export trade
between Hongkong and China.
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Another important problem is the imadequate number of restaurants
to serve the numerous office workers during the lunch hours. Most
of them are compeled to have their lunch in thier offices of some
dirty hawker stalls. It is cstimated that nearly one-tenth of the
total income of an ordinary office worker is spend on his lunch.
A more serious question is that most of the reclamable sites in
the Central District have already been exhausted, further reclamation
in no longer possible because of the diminishing area of the Harbour.
In future, the extension of the Central Distriet is only possible
towards the east-- i. e. Wanchai area. This will be particularly
true after the completion of the Orons Harbout Tunnel in causeway
Bay in 1972.
Within the central District, it is possible to recogniso
the following commercial zones;- The Hard Core, the chief Commecial
Centre, the Transitional Zone, and the Chinese Commercial Zone, Four
criteria are devised to dellmit the above-mentioned zones. Nanely;
the total height index. the business intensity index , the land-nse,
and the historic ractors. In the precent deliuitation, Gome exceptional
cases are generalised to give a sisple pioture of the differont zones
of the Cantral District..
The total height index of a building is obiainad from the
writer's field survey, The total number of floors in a bailding is
counted to give the index. The business intensity index is also obtained
from the same survey. The method of calculation is oqual to
Total number of floors used for commercial purposes
The total number of floors in a building
In the delimitation of the Central District, non-commercialblocks
are frequently employed as convenient dividing lines to separate
the differentr zones. For example, the headquarter ofthe Fire Services
Department and the entral Market demarcato clearly the Chief commorcial
Centre from the Transitional Zone; the City Hall, the Murrey Barrack,
and the Naval Dockyard divides the Central District from Hanchai.
These non-commercial land-uses occupy extensive areas and markod.
changes are easily obeervable in the types of business, total height.
and business intensity on both sides of these non-commercial blooks.
As far as historic factors are concernod, the famous'Nam pak Hong'
has been doing business with China and the South-east Asian countries
for over one hundred years and had developed its own unique ways of
carrying out business transactions. Most of these are still practised
to-day. It is , therefore, appropriate to consider the'(Nam Pak Hong'
as an individual zone.
Several hypotheses have been put foruard by geographers
on the delimitation of the C.B.D. but unfortunately, nost of these
are not applicable to the special conditions of Honglong. In the
present study, the following nethods are employed to delimit the
Central District of Hongkong:-
The Hard Core includes all buildings with a total hcight index
of over 15 and a business intensity index of over .0.9.
The Chief Commercial Centre includes all buildings with a
total Height index of over 5 and less thau 15, and a business intensity
index of over 0.9.
The transitional zone includes all the buildings with a total
hieght index of less than 9 and a busincss intensity index of less than
0.4. This is a zone of gradual trarsformation from the Chief Commercial
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Centre to the Chinese Commercial Centre and it partakes the characteristics
of the two above mentioned centres. In recent years , rapid change is
taking place in this zones Skyscrappers are replacing the old pro-war
structures. In the foreseeable future, this zone may be incorporated
into the Chief Commercial Centre.
The Chinese Commercial Centre includes all the buildings
with a total hiehgt index of below 5 and a business intetisity index
of over 0.4
Map IV.2 shows the locational of the different zones of
the centrel District
The commercial structures of the different zones of the Central
District can best be revealed by examining the ground floor , first
floor and upper floors uses of each zone.
TABLE IV.3 THE GROUNDFLOOR USE 0F THE HARD CORE
TYPES OF BUSINESS NO,OF FIPMS TYFES OF BUSINESS NO. OF FIHMS
Airline CorwPanvy 19 Tailor 3
11clothings Traval Agents 3
Antique and Art 10 Iosurenc 2
Jeweller Carpet10 2
Banks 6 Eloris 2
Bookstore 6 Shoas 2
Electric Appliances 5 2
Watchea 5 office App1iances 2
4spirit and Wine scientific
Department store Instruement3 1
Photo and Camera 3 Husic and Records 1
Hote3TOys & Sporting goods 1
Restanrant
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From the above table, it is clear that the Mard Core is
mainly a tourist and commercial centre, Most of the shops are direetly
or indirectly connected with these two functons. Aivlino compsnies,
Art and antique, shops, banke and insaranes companies are mmoreas.
of all the sround floor businesses, airline companies for the largost
group. Mincteon out of thirty-three ainline companies of the ontire
Contral District are lesatad at street cerner cites of the Mard core.
This reflests the very high rent-hid aoility of airline companies and
the improtarce of proximity to eastemers1 as far as airline basiness
is comearned . Goese snall in bulk and high in value, such as eaches,
caneras , jeweliey, clathfogs, are itens freorstly parchored by
tourists. It is therefore net surprising to find as many such cheps
in the Wand Core where traveilers steuad sim hare offiees of hanks
are located in the Mard,core, of these ,three are nete-issuning bnnkg.2
Most of the tanke counpy the mtire gesund fleer area of a bailding or
stroet-comor sitos. This shows the high rent bid abilit or hanks
and the characteristic feature of a Mard Core. Functions serving leoal
rasidenta are unable to compete for a Hard Core site where the rontal
valne is too high for them.
Eaving congidered the ground floor use ofthe Hard Care, it
is now nscessary to exasine an important, thougb ofter noglected aspect
of the commercial structare of the Uantral Pistrict-- the first Floor
Use.
1 The Handarin Hetel and Miltor Notel are within easy walking distance
to the Hard Core.
2 These banks are the Hong kong and shanghai Eanking Corporaeion, the
Chartered Bank and the Mercantile Bank.
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The first floor is in many ways different from the groubd
floor.There is a narked decrcsno in the podenirain vovenhent and
rontal value in the firat and upper floors whioh are mainly uiised
by firms providing commorcial services.There rims do not rely too
much on heavy pedentrain flow nor street corner sites but a nodal
location in rolation to banks and a ompanies.From a field sarvoy.
it is found that service businose iacreases from forty percent in
the ground floor to sevonty-tro perconrt in the riret of the
Hard core.On the other hand,thore is a proportional drop of rotail
shops unieh dopend mucw on pedesirodn flow in the ritat ploar,The
came survoy rovcals that there is a dearoaeo of this hind of shops
from sixty percent in the ground floor to thirty-threo peroont in
the First ploor.
Buildings withs with esealators wnicn give easy accoss to the
firnt floor atoract sore retall shops shan those without.The following
table shows this fact cloaily.
TABLE IV .4 PHE EPPECT ON
THS TYPBS OF BUSINSE IN THE FIBST PECOR
OF THE HARD CORHOF THE OENTPNLOISTRIOT
Alexandor Building
(Nithout bscalator)







Source:From the writer's field ourvey.1970
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Sver ninety percent of the retail business in the tirst
floor of the Hard Core are engnged in tourist trade.This isrerticularly
ture in bulidings near large hotels.Table iv.5 sarver to 11lumtrats
this fact.
TABLE IV.5 THE RET IL SHOFS IN THE
FIRST FLOOROF THE HAEBSONE
Hetail Shops No. Retail Shops No.
Fashion 9 Jewellery 2
Books 3 Shoes 2
Toys 3 Florist 1
Instruemnnte 3 Carpet 1
Antiques 3 Emporium 1
Haidio 2 Aute Bealers 1
Spirit & Wine 2 Cosmetice 1
Source:From the writer's field survey .1970
The number of frrms cammected with serwico busihoss dobled
that of the retail shons.As far us service businesses are concerned,
frims rendering commercial sonvices are such were imartant that
those providing personel servicens.1 The following tabic brings out
this fact.
TABLEIV.6 THE TYFES OF SERVINGBHSIHFSSIL
THE FIRST FLOOHOF THE HARDCOEE







Eanks 4 Tnsuranse 2
Travel &
Transport 3
Source:From the sriter's field survey 1970
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The import and export trade of Hongkong hag recovered from
the blow in 1950. industry continues to prospro. Raw materials
have to be importedand large quantities of finishoed gocds be exported.
These create a great demand on water and air communciutions.It is
therefore the top in the number of service business in the first floor of
rank the top in the number of service businesg in the first floor of
the Hard Core.
Eight physicians anddentists are recordedin the first floor.
Most of them are well-known specialists. To facilitate their clients
who come from various parts of ongkong, offices in the Herd Core are
preferred. To cover the high rents in the Mard cor, very high
consultation fees are charged.
Lawyers, accountants and insurance firms, noraally located
only in the upper floors, are recorded in the first floor of the
Hard core. this reveals the domirance of commerce in the Hard core
In the Hard Core, the upper floors, norsally located
only in the upper floors, are recorded in the firet floor of the
has sunk into kegligible importance. In the upper floors of the
Princess Building, for exampla, there are forty shipping and airline
companies, seventeen insarancc firms, seven lawyer and two accountant's
offices and not a single rotail fuaction is recorded. The lack of
pedestrain noveaent in the upper floore accouuts for the lack of retail
shops.
1 In 1950, the U.S. Goverment imposed a trade cmbargo on goods
entering and leaving china.
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The chief Commercial Centre is in many ways similar to
the Hard Core. It is also an imporant tourist and cormercial centre
but unlike the Hard Core, retail shops serving local residents increaes
rapidly. Table Iv 7 shows these facts clearly
TABLE IV.7 THE GROUNDFLOOR USE OF THS CHIEF COHNEROJALCHNTRE




























source;From the writer's field survey.1970
Although tourist shops reprosent about one fifth of the
cotal shops in the ground floor of the chief commercial centre ,they
are decreasing in importance when compared with the shops in the Hard

























TABLE IV. 8 A COMFAEISCNOF TUE RELATIVE IMFORTANCE OF
TOERIST RADE BETWEENTNE GRODKDFLOCR SHCPS
OF THE HARD CORE & THE CHIEF COMMERCIALCENTRE
Types of Business Hard Core Chief Commercial Cantre
Airline Co. 19 5







Source: From the writer's field study.1970
Airline companies and antiques and arts shops registored
the greatest decrease in the total number of shops in the Cheif
Commarcial Contre. This is due to the distance formthe hotels and
the fact that these two functions serve mainly tourists. shops
like jewellery, watches and electrical appliances do not show any
marked drop in the numberof shops in the chief commercial centre
because these shops are not mainly tourist orientated; locete
residents form an important group of custcmers apart from the tourists.
The growing importance of retail andservice businesses in
the ground floor of the Chief CommercialCentre can be illustated
by the fillowing table.
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TABLE IV. 9 A COMPARISON OF THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF
RETAIJ: TRADE BETWEENTHE CROUNDFLOOR SHOPS
OF THE HAND CORE AND THE CHIEF COTRIERCIAL
CENTRE
Tupes of Business Hard Corc Chief Commercial Centre
Cosmetics & Drugs 4
Newspaper & Agent 4
Lampshade 3






source: From the eriter's fiald Gurvey 1970
A remarkbale feature of the Chief Commercial Centre is the
existence of a large hawker's bazaar in li Yuan Straat East and west.
No less than one hundred hawker's stalls are recorded and they offer
a large variety of goods ranging from piece goods to small itens such
as curios .The proximity to firms and the very low rents enable them
to compste with large department stores . Nearly ninety percent of
the purchasers are female office workers. To day, quite a large number
of toruists are attrated by the cheaper goods sold thera.
There is not much difference bewween the first floor use
of the Hard Coreand the Chief Commercial Centre. In both cases.
cffice sites for import and exportfirms, factorias, and wholesaling
companies are predominating. TableIV.19 serves to illustrate these
facts clearly.
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TABLE IV.10 THE STTSTD FLOOR USE OF THE
CHEIF CCHHERCIAL CENTRE
Types of Business No. Types of Business No.
Offices for I/E Co. 16 Metal 1
physicians 5 Lawyer 1
Watches 3 shipping 1
Banks 2 Department Storo 1
Instruoment 2 Optical 1
Airline 2 Shipping 1




Source: from the writer's field survey.1970
The above table shows the gradual decreasoin importance of
tourist trade in the firetfloor of theChief Commercial Centre. Shops
selling antiques and arts, toys, apirit and wine and jewells have
completely disapperaed becauce of the distance from large hotels. and
On the otherhand, the proximity to the residential zones reults in
a rapid increase of retail business serving lical residents. Shops
selling furnitute and pianos begin to appear on account of the lower
rents in the firstfloor or this centre. Copared with the Hard Core.
frims providing commercial services docline in numberin the Chiof
Commercial Certre. Table IV.11 show this fact clearly.
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TABLE IV.12 A COHPHRIDONOF THE RELATIVS IMPPORTANCEOF
SERVICE BUSINESS BETWEENTHE FIRST FLOOR SHOPS
OF THE HARD CORS AND THE CHIEF COMHHRCIALCENTRE







Source;Foum the writer's field survey
The chinese commercial Centre is in sharp contrast with the
chief commercial centre and the ard core,In the chinese commercial
centre,mostof the buildings are of pre-war stuctures. The narrow
streets not only hamper the developement of communication but akso
discourage the vartical growth of buildings. This explains why this
centre has never been developed into an important Buropean commercial
centre,The chinese commercial centre is make famous by the presonce
of Nam Pak Hong ,The history of his Hong ean be traced as far
back as the early years of the Hong Kong 'S history .shortly after
the reclamation of the Bonham starchd and the Wing Zok street,chinese
merchants began to set up their firms, mostly connested with import
and export trade ,in these newly reclaimed land where flatter sites
and the proximity to piers helped to promoted import andexport trade














Korean Bar, the U,S. emdargo put an end to the plourishing import
and expoprt trade .To-day .the import and Export trado had recevered
form the blow but neighbourhood trade, sevving poorer residents
of the Western Distriet, is the Bost important, Touist trde, one
of the most important itens of trade in the Hard Core and The Chiof
commercial Bentre has sunk into negligible importance.The distance
of large hotels and the untidy and narrow streets account for the
above fact,. Table IV.13 brings out the above points clearly
TABLE IV .13 THS GROUNDFLOOR USE OF TNS
CHINESS COHHERCIAL CENFRS
Types of Busioess HO Types of Busioess NO.
chiaese Herbs
& Hedicine piece Goods
Grocery Hewspaper

























































Th commercial influenco of china is stron Sly felt on the
chinese cmmmercial entre. Over fifty percont of the shops connected
dircctly or indirectly with trade with china.According to the table
IV.13. Chincse herbs andmedicine which are mainly imported fram China
ranks the top in the total nmmber of shops in the Chinese Commercial
Centre. the fact thatmany overseas Chlnese and ongkong residents
still rely on chinese horbs to cure theirsickness accounts for
the abundance of these shops.Most of these shops are located along
the two principles strects; wing Lok Strcet and Bonham Strand. 1n tho
late ninetsenth century. these two strcets were still facing tho
harbour where good from china were unloaded and loaded.Ioport
and export firms, godowns andinns were then studded aalong wing Lok
street and Bonham Strand to facilitateo tho business transeetion. To-day
al though Nam pat Hong trade has deelined. but these two streets still
reamin the principle trade centre of Chinese Products on account of
historical momentwn. with the above facts in mind, it isthe cfore not
surprising to find se mssy shops specialising in selling goods from
china. After the U.S. emoargo, the import andexport firms in the
Chinese Commercial Centredeclined. The whole centre underwent a gradual
transformation from the import and export centre to one of retailing.
wholesaling and residential zone. with the rapid increase in population
in the post war yyears, retailing business serving neighbourhood residents
became more andmore important. This is reflected in the large numer
of shops dealing with consumer goods. At present there ase eight-
four shops engaged in retailng business and they are mainly located
al ong narrow streets. In Res voeus where pedestrain movement is thick,
shops retailing higher order goods are found.
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No less than sixteen banks are established in the Chinese
Commercial Gentre to facilitate the Nam Park Hong trade.Nost of
these bands are connected commercially with China and they are mainly
distributed along the Nam Pak Hong Streets--Wing lok Street and Bonhen
Strand.
Inns were numerous along the Connaught Road and Des Voeuz
Road to cator for merchants coming frem China and Sonth Past Asia to
do business in Hongkong. To-day with the decline of import and export
trade, these inns are turned into apartment honses chinly inkeblted
by poorer resie
Offices connected with Nam Park Hong trade ate most predominaat-
ing in the first floars of the Chinese Commorcial Contre. The following
table brings out this fact.
TABLE IV. 14 THR FIRST FLOOR USE OF TNE
CHINESE COMMECYALCZIFFRG















Source:From the writer's field survey.
There are forty-seven import and export firas in the
first floors of the Chinese Commercial Centre. It is tiereforo
not surprising to find so many transportation, shipping and
















Apart from the Nampak ong trade, serviee business which
does not require ground floor site is quite importamt. Retail
business howevar, is totally absentin the first floor of this cemtre.
CHAJPTR V
THE COMMERCIAL STRUCTURN OF TSMSETSEX
Tsimshatsui is licated at thesouthorn tip of Kowloon. It
has an area of about 400,000 acres which is roughly equal to 9.10% of
the total area of Hong Kong. The total popultion, aceording to the
lsat censns. was 78.480 or 21.8% of that of Hong Kong. The population
density was roughly 198 per acre. This figure was the second lewost
in Kowloon and this fact directly reflected the commercial natare of
this district. Tesideatial population was propertionally low.
The distrist boundrries of Tsimsbatsmi, unlike many other
districts in Hong Kong, is clear cut. Austin Road rorms the northern
boundary, Saisoury Toad and Chatham Toad Form the Conthera adn eastun
Boumisries, and the coast is the western boundary.
The struight Hathan Road almost cuts Tsimshatsmi into two
halves: the eastern and the western. There are three main road arteries;
namely, the Chathan Toad, Hathan Road and the Salisbury Road . Tan bus
routes, one taki stand ,and a rallway station terainate at athe stat Ferry
In addition, the star Fetty provides regular ferry sorvies to Hong Kong
people. The kai Tak Airport is within ten to fifteen minutes drive
from the Star Ferry. To crown all , the newly constructed Ocean Tarminal
is located right at the sonthern tip of this district.
Tsimshatsuis as the name implies, is a large sandspit protruding
into the sea. The water is shallow , realamation has taken place in
various phases of the district's develorment. In 1887 - 1904, raclamation
first took place along the westarn coast where the Kewloon wharf and
the star House stand to-day . The second phase of reclamation started
in 1904 - 1924, upin the completion of which , located the peemont day
Canton-Kowloon Tailway Another stage of reclanation ws undertaken in
1 Tsimshatsui in Chinese means 'Sandspit'
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1945 - 1965. The original landmass was low-lying, only 4 low hill
were found.They are now all occupied by govermuont iepartmonie -
namely:the Royal Observatory ,the Marine Department, the 201ice Derutment
and the Kowloom Park. None of these hills is higher than fifty aotros
and they provide commnling positions for the Observatery,Marine,
Police and War Departments.
Befere the cessntion, Kowloon Feninsulu was a fesolato coloce
of land , The long coagtine and the commanding position of the Penineula,
and the limited space for the rapid commereial development in the
Hong Kong Isiand had indueed the British to further extend to the
Peninsula. In 1862, Kowloon Peninsula. the part north of the Boundary
Street, was ceded to Great Britain. A Barrack, the present day thfefiold
Barrask was erected Lotor on, the shortage of waterfront in Hong Kong
resulted in the construction of the Kowloon Wharf in Psinsaaisai. Who
Prorinity to Hong Kong and the comparativoly cheaper land speeded up
the growth of Kowloon Land is overywhere flat and the wide Nainan Road
indnced people to settle down there.The construction of Kai Rals Airport
decided the fate of Tainshatsui. The Peninenula Hotel was opened at
the soutyhera end of Nathan Road in 1923, to become the new social.
centre of Hong Kong, and its Peninaula Court cnnar was added in 1957.
Daring the 1950's Tsimshatsui slowly became an area of amait
hotelo and luxury shops catering for tourists. An epidemic of bailding
fever swept over it in 1959, and the place changed drastically,3 buge
hotols - the Ambassader,the Imperial and the Park Hotels were opemed
in 1961 with a total of 1,025 rooms. Two yenrs later,the President Hotel
with eight hundred rooms, (the present day Hyatt Hotel)was to join
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the kowloon tourist parade.Tull apaftment buildings,reaching almeost
as high as their sents,an assortnont of oompaet laapy hotols.
sprouled through the thlok crust of tourists and shoppers.
Nouadays,with the advent of modorn means of communioution.
Tsimshatsui has no less than aevontoon hotels and many privasto appartants.
Shops catering for toutists are everyhere founl.Indood.it is now
the most important centre of tourist trade from which many people
of Hong Kong earn their livings.
In the followiag peragraphs, the wriger is going to edsorass
the influences of the rontal value.total heih tinder and valouo of
pedestrian flow on the comercial stracture of Tsimshetsui.
Rental Value
Rental value directly reflects the copmorclal sigmipicuo
of a sita.It inopeaoes proprtlonally to the volme of pedentrsr plew
and governs the total heiht and the businese intewity of a buildins.
Most important of all.it controls the types of shop.
Map V.I shows a genoralised pental map of wsimshataml,owing
to the diffioulty of obtainig all the rental fijgures and the faet that
those figures are always fluctuating,it is not possiblc to proppare
an exact rental map of this district.
Several peak rental zones are recognised from the map.
Thoy coincide with places of the heaviest pedestrian flow and with
easy communication.(e.g.in the vicinity of the star Ferry)
Stretohing along Nathan Road are nunerous leading hotels.Many of
the first class roads onable local citisens to roach Tcimshatsui oasily.
so,both local and foreign visitors abound.Heavy pedatrian flow onsuros.
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good business. The rental valuos are very high.Only those shops
which are able to afford the high rents can survive.
In general, shops retailing high ordar goods which are small
in bulk have a high rent-bid ability. They are mostly locatel in the
commercial core where the pedestrian flow is the highost and where
other facilities are readily available. Jeuol dealers, for instance,
are able to pay an avcrage high rent than furniture retailers. Similarly
department stores can normally outbid tailor shops which in turn can
outbid grocery stores.
The rental decreases away from both sides of Nathan Road.
Chatham Road,Hillwood Road, Observatory Road and Canton Road are
places of log rental value.the low podostrian flow and the distance
from the large hotels account for this, Nost of the buildings are
residential. Being affected by the wharf,Canton Read is one of the
lowest rental zones, here, many shabby pro-war blocks are found
and offer no indaceiieat to tourists.The ground floors are normally
used as groceries and furniture shops.
In Tsimshatsui,each type of rctail establisiment has a ront
gradient with decreasing accessibility to the Gara. (See Graph V.1)
The rent bid ability of differont types of shops can best
be pestulated in a large department storo.The ground floor,which
has the heaviest pedestrian flow,is likened to the care of a shopping
centre. The item of goods sold there are mainly high order goods requiring
maximum accessibility.These goods are cosmetice,jewellery,watches.
Survey has shown hat in most dopartment stores where the ground floor
contains only fifteen to twenty percent of the selling area,it accounts
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for one-third of the volume of sales1. In the upper floors, lower ordor
goods or goods occupying larger floor space are located. They are
exemplified by furniture, cutlory etc.
Pedestrian Flow
Pedestrian flow is closely connected with rental value. When
these two factors are presented in maps, the highest rental value sone
would coincide with the zone of the heaviest pedestrian flow.
From the map (MAP V. 2),the zone of peak pedestrian flow
is to be found at the Star Ferry Goncourso near Star Rouse, where ferry,
train, bus and taxi torminus converse. Other zones of heavy pededtrian
flow are loeated at the interseetion botwoem Hiddlo Road and Nutham Roed
as well as at the junction of Nathan Noud and Uameron Road. The sido
of Nathan Road bordering the extensive Kowloon Park fails to attraet
pedestrians. Noarly seven-tenth of the pedestrians prefer to walk
on oppsite side of the Nathan Roal where shops aboune.
The lowest number of pedestrian flow2 is recorded near Hei Tong
Road. It is seperated from the busy streeis of Tsimshatsui. Chatham Rond,
Hillwood Road, Ganton Road have also very low figures. fhey are mainly
residential and industrial and are rarely visited by tourists.
Some intoresting patterns can be rebelaed if the number of
pedestrian flow is presented in graphic form. (See Graph V . 2)
There is a tendency for pedestrians to decrease in number
away from both sides of the principle road - Nathan Road. A cross
section is drawn from Nathan Road - Peking Road Junction to Canton Road -
Peking Road Junetion, to reveal this (See Graph V . 3 ) Lock Road
has an exceptionally low pedestrian flow because the road is blooked
1 Parnes 1948 P. 35
2. 685 persons per hour
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on both sides by the Kowloon park and some lorge buildings,pedontrian flon
also decreases with the incroasing distance from the Star Ferry
Total Height Index
The land valuo of Tsirishatsui is the highest in Kowloon.1
To maximise the land use, tall skkysrappors. are cocoon feataros. In
fact, the higher the land value,, the taller are the. buildings,podestrian
flow is also cioaeiy related tri.th tho land valno, i.e. tallor buildings
are located in places of hie volume of pedestrian flow. Their
inter-relationship can be illustrated by Graph V. 3
The newly completed Hong Kong, Hotel and the Star .douse
are among the tallest in aimshatsui .
Residential blocks are found in between Carnavon Road and
Chatham Road. she narrow and unattractive streets do not invito
tourists. Pure commercial blocks are rare and are 1ess than nine-
storeyed high.
Canton Road, on the southern tip of Tsimshatsui boars the
sane nature. Being encircled by the Kowloon Wherves and the police
Station, it has a low land value and pedestrian flow,shabby pre-war
blocks less than 4-storeyed foci the major tounscaape. it is purely
a residential zone for the poorer residents of Tsimshatsui.
Tsinnshatsui is sometimes desighated as 'The Central Businese
District of Kowloon.This term. strictly speaking is not applicable
to Tsimshatsui A Central Business District is normally the largost
retail centre in a city . Apart from this the Central. Bu roes s District
is also a main location for of ficos and administration. a centre for
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rhoeosalini and entertainainment. The field survey howovor shovs that
Tsimshatsui is overwhelmingly retail in naturo,and it is everyobore
do Tina tcd by tourist trade. Offices and wholesales are of negligible
importance. The above findings indicate that Taimshatsui is different
fro a typical Central Business District and this phenonenum calls
for a detail study of Tsimshatani
Delimitation of Zones
Essentially Taimshatsni is a retail unit catering for tonrists;
but still several zones can be deliti eaated, Many geographers,socialogists
have devised numerous hypothosis to delimit the chief commercial sing
the Commercial.-residential Zone and other Zones within a cimmercial contre.1
All those definitions have. their merits and demerits. Obviously, the
efficacy of a particular method of dolir1iting a shopping centre or its
core will depend on the circumstances of its use, without vigorous
testing in relation to Specific condition it is not possible to sesolve
which method would seek to be most appropriate ,In Tsimshatsui. the
growing prosperity of tourist industry and the scarcity of land result
in the ezhuberent rise in land value Skyscr peers spring up alon. the
major rands. Nearly every building is intensively used commercially,
Retail shops doing bu inoss in tho first and second floors are only
commonfeatures,
In this chapters two essential. criteria are employe d in the
zonal delimitation, they are the total height and business intensity
a building,Theae two factors are the beat indicator of the commercial
significance of Tsimshateuio
1.In America ,the 1961 Census of Distrbution defined the limit of a
central shopping area as the poine where the ratio of shops to all
properties feel below one in three, other studies have defined
8To be qualified as theChief Commercial Centre, the following
requirements should be met : -
1. The total height index should be 10 or ovor
2. Business intensity should bo over l
In Hong Kong, buildings less than ten-storeyed are normally not served
by lift and are usually looatedin the laast commercially intensive
regions.
The Commorcial-Residential Zone is delimited in the
following manner:
1. The total height index should be less than 10
2. The business intensily index should be over 1
The Residential Zone is delimited as follows:
1. The business intensity index should be less then 1
2. There should bo no specific requirements on total height
of a building
From Map v. 3, it is calculated that the Chief Commercial Zone
(including roads) occupies about one-fourth of the total area of
Tsimshatsui, the Commercial-Residential Zone about one-sixth, the
Government Institute about one-third and the kesidential Zone about
one-fiftecenth.
In Tsimshatsui, five major types of landuse are recognised.
In this chapter, the writer onlydeals with theCommercial Zone and
the Commercial-Residential Zone. Non-commercial Ianduses are beyond
the scope of the present study.
centre as 'an association of stores each one of which is (within)
at least 200 feet of another retail store'(Garrison et al 1959
p. 206; clark, 1967. p. 24). Murphy and Vance used the CBHI and
CBII indek to delimit the Central Business Distrct. To qualify
as a Central Business District, a block must have a CBHI of at
Ieast one and a CBII of at Ieast fifty per cent. Lomas pointed out
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Many characteristics assist in the differentiation of these
two centres. The Chief Commercial Centre is larfes it follows
that the larger the Center, the more extensive will be the market
area and the greater the specialization in service provision. The
Chief Commercial Centre is characterised by heavy pedestrian flow,
traffic, vertical extension of buildings and concentration of high
order goods and the commercial-Residential Centre, on the other hand,
is typified by vehicles, traffic, horizontal expansion and specialisation
in lower order commercial goods.
In the following paragraphs, the commercial structure of
these two zenes will be discussed in detail.
tourism is an important branch of industry in Hong Kong.
It gained prominence only inly in the recent decade when its position
was recognised by the general public and its importance was symbolised
by the formation of the Hong Kong Tourist Association by Government
Ordinance in 1957. According to the information released by the
Hong Kong Tourist Association, the total amount of money spent by
visiting tourists was estimated to be about 227 million dollars by 1972.1
The uumber and types of the ground floor shops of the central commercial
Centre can hest illestrate the importance of turist industry. the
following table shows the above facts:




Lampshadesetc. 17 (Cont'd next page)
this technique for defining central business district is the least
satisfactory. In applying this technique to Australian Central Business
District, it was found that some shopping streets were unduly truncated.
(Scott.1959)
I Figures released by the Hong Kong Tourist Association 1972
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Many characteristics assistin the differentiation oftheso
two Centres, The Chief Commercial Centre is largor anditt follows that
the larger the centre, the more extensive will be the market area
and the greater the specalization in service Provision. The
Chief Commercial Centre is characterised by heavy pedestrain traffic,
vertical extension of buildings and concentration ofhigh order goods
and the Commercial-Residentai1 entre on the otherhand, is typified
by vehicles traffic, horizontal expansion fof buildings and specialization
in lower order commercial goods.
In the following paragraphs, the commercial structure of
these two centres in Tsimshatsuj will be discussed in detail with
a view to bringing out the above facts.
Tonrism is a nimportant branch of 'industry' in Hong kong.
It gained prominence only in the recent decade when its postion
was recognised by the general prblic and its importance was symolised
by the rormation of the Hongkong Tourist Assocition by overment
rdinance in 1957. According to the information rleased by the
Hongkong tourist Association , the total zmount of monoy spent by
visiting rourists was estimated to be about 227 milliom dollars by
1972. The number and types of the ground floor shops of the Chier
Commercial Centre of Tsimshatsui can best illustrate the importance
of tourist industry. The follwing table shows the above facts.
this technique for defining central business district is the least
setisfactory. In applying this techique to Australian Central Business
District. it was gound that some shopping streets were unduly truncated.
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TABLS V.2 THE GROUNDFLOOR USR OF THR CHIEP
COMMERCIALOERFRE OF TSOMSNATGVI





















Source;from the wuiter's field suFvey
From the abovo. it is clear that Tsimshatsui's Chief
Commercial centre is dominated by tourist trade. The types of
shops prcvide the chief itoss of goods purchased y tourists. Thay
agree wist the statisties relessed by the Tourist Assoeiation
TABNE V.S TNE GHIEF ITENS OF GOODSPURCHASNDBY TOURISFS
















According to Table V.3. tailoring ranks the first in the
order of importance of tourist trade. Forty-five percent of all
tourists are said to have visited nie or more than one tailor shops.
The bargain-price suit, the skilful workmanship and the speedy
deliver are important absolute factors in attracting tourists. In
Tsimshatsui, the struggle for better location is very intnse, only
large tailor shops could afford to occnpy a site in the core.1 Small
entrepreneurs have to be satisfed with peripheral sites. It can
be seen from Map V.4 that tailor shops are overywhere presnont with
a spectacularconcnotration along both sides of Mathan Road where
large hotels comglomorate. Smaller tailor shops are more scattered
and draw thier customors from local residents as well.
Goods small in bult , high in value such as watches. coneras
jewellery. opticals are amoug the scstpopular items purchased by
tourists. Most of these items are concontrated in the Chief Commercial
Certre and this reveals the vary high rent-bid ability of these shops.
The fact that these goods are sold at competitive prices and that
they are easily portable account for the large number of theme shops
in the Chief Commercial centre of Tsimshatsui.
Restaurants and cafes are numerous. Statisties of the Tourist
Asociation show that a tltal ofeight-two porcent tourists have
their meals in restaurants other than that in their hotels and the
types of meals most frequently taken outside the hotel are Chinese
food with sixty-four percent followed by unclassified European food
with fifty-one percent.
i.e. nar Hyatt Hotle.
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Pap V. 5 shows the distrubution of large department stores.
It is clear that all those stores are located along Nathan Road.Tho
rosaons are simple. Department stores require maxieub accessibility
and serve both local and foreign customers. :Since Nathan Road is the
main road artery of Kowloon andis well served by different meano of
communication, customers from different parts of HHonkong and Kowloon
can reach easily. Furthermore, hotels arc numerous along Nathan goad,
the proximity to hotels enables tourists to do their shooping easily.
Department stores have very high rent-bid ability and could afford
to pay for the extremely high rents because of the full use made of
the upper floors. The lower rents in the upper floors reduce the
average rental value of the entire departmoat store. From the map
nearly all of the depart lent stores are located in places of maximum
rental value and pedestrain flow.
Although the absolute number of hotels is small when compared
with othershops, they are extremely important in pro aaoting tourist
trade* According to the statistics of the Tourist Association, a
total of eighty-one percent stay in hotel and over half reside in
class A hotel '. At present , there are eight class hotels in th e
cheef commeesial Centre nd some of them have a total capeity of over
Tne thousand rooms. All of these class A hotels are located along
the principle streets of Psimshatsui and it is expec tod that from
1971-1975, five more class A hotels will be coil pieted, Of these,
the sheraton Hotel located at the junction of : Nathan Road and
salisbury ,Road, will be the largest in Kowloon Smaller hotels:,
catering ordinary tour are widely scattered. For. example,, many
hotels are found, along : Chatham Road, Austin Road, and Kimberley road
where good harbour view and quieter environs are provided.
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Neighbourhood shop providing consumer goods have lour
rent bid ability. They are totally absent in the Chief Commercial
Contra. Simiarty, bulky and frgile goods, such as rattan, natal,
lampshade and mirror, which are rane1y purchased by tourists, are also
absent.
In the Commercial Residental Centre, tourist trade is still
predominating, but unlike the Chief Commercial Centro, shops sorevins
local residents are quito imaortant, Table v.6 iilustrtes thise facts.
TABLE V.9 THE GROUNDFLOOR USE OF THE
COMMERCIAL-RESIDENTALCENTRE.
Types of Business No. Types of Business No.
Tailor 149 Meat 33
Fur & Clothing 130 Watches 24
Furniture 89 Photoes 26
Jewilory Barber83 22
Cafe & Restauran Motor Car71 17
Shoes Lampshade63 17
Grocery lirror & Glass57 8
Stores Opticals30 8
Emporium Laundry47 2
Radio & T.V. 35
Source: from the writer ssfield survey.1978
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From the table, it is cloar that tho Commorcial-Roaidontal
Centre is a Zone of mixod business functions. Tourist Trade auch as
tailoring, fur and clothing and neighbourhood trade anch as greeory
, stores and meat are equally represonted in this contro. Mpst of
the residonts of this Certre belong to the highor incomo groap.
Highor order gooda which wequire large florr araa and proxinity
to potentail cugtoners, such as notor cars, furnituic, lampshude
etc are found in larfgo numbor,
Another inportant feature of the commercial structuro of
Tsimshatsui is the existence of nunerous shopping asrcies. To
maximize the land use, arcades, located at the first and second
floors, are linked wihh gtround floors by escalators. siuilar
shopping aracdes are not found in other parts of Rouloon. In
Tsimshatsui, arcadas are wostly seen in buildings of high rchtal
values. Good oxamples are found in the Houngkong Hotol the Star
House, the hotung Building and the Hyatt Hetel In facrt, arcades
coincide with Places with the highest land value and non of these
arcades are found outside the chiof comecreial centre.
Accorling to the Tourist Association, tourlsts have an
average stay of three point three days. Shopping constituzes one
of their major programmaes. To save their tine, arcades withingwalking
distances of the touristg are set up. ncarly evory hotol in the
chief commercisl Centre is Provided with aa arcade. A Mide range
of goods are provided so that tourists can buy what they want in
one single trip. Table V.7 shows the najor items of goods sold
in two typical arcades.
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TABLE IV.5 MAJORITEMS OF GOODSSOLD IN ARCADES










Leather Goods I 3
Watch a
Source the writer's field survey, 1970
All the above shops are tourists orientated One interestin
point to note-is that furniture shops which are not found in the
ground floors of the Chief Commercial centre are established in the
arcades. The lower rent and larger floor area enable shops requi rein .






A study on the commercial geography of Hongkong would be
incomplete if neighbourhood trade, and important branch of retail
business, is neglected. Kwuntong is selected for studying neighbour-
hood trade because of its nany distinct characteristics. Firstly,
it is completely unaffected by historical factors-- it is a new town.
It is interesting to note that its development coincided with the
start of the industralization of Hongkong in the early 1950s.To a
certain extent, the growth of Kwuntong reflects and measures the
industrial and commercial growth of Hongkong. Most of the other
districts of Hongkong have similar settings as Kwuntong.1 Kwuntong
is therefore selected as a typical case to reveal the commercial
structure of many similay districts of Hongkong. Another important
reason for Kwuntong to be chogen in gavour of other districts is that,
unlike shumshuipo or Shaukeiwan, Kwuntong is one of the first
planned cities in Hongkong. The vlocation of shopping centres, the types
of business, the sites of factoreis and residential blocks etc.war
carefully planned before the actual construction took place. As there
will be more and more planned cities in the future, a detailed study
of Kwuntong will be most rewarding.
Kwuntong is located on the east coast of Kowloon Bay
between Ngau Tau Kok and Yau Tong. Map VI.1 shows the district
boundaries of Kwuntong.
1 i.e. Industrial, Commercial and residential landuses are found
in the same district.
2
Before 1954, Kwuntong was no mcre than abarron place without
any sign of propersity. Villagers and workers of the'Shell Installation
company' were trhe only inhabitants. In 1954, the growing demand for
suitable sites for commercial, industrial and residential development
resulted int the dicision to reclaim land from Kwuntong. It was planned
to reclaim 70 acres and to excavate 318.5 acres of land. Most of the
reclaimed landnear the Kowloon Bay were turned inbo factories and on
the exvavated sites now stand many commercial-residential buildings.
To-day,Kwuntong is a self -suf icient town with ove 160.000 people.
Table VI.1 shows the population distribution of Kwuntong.
TABLE VI.1 THE PCPULATION DISTRIBUTION OF KWUNTONG.1966
Location No. Location No.
Kwuntong Resettlement Garden House Phase 1 6.3859
Estate 61.041
Residential Zone 32.900 Garden House Phase2 6.438
Wo Lok Phase 1&2 10.958 Industrial Zone 4290
Goverment low cost
Housing 7.716 commercial zone 4290
Wo lok Estate
Block II phase2 7.710
Source: Kwuntong To-day. Published By
The Kwuntong Kaifong Association, 1969
Although basically a Sub-urban District. Kwuntong is Well
connected with other urban centres of Hongkong and Kowloon by roads
and ferries. It isllinked with other districts by two first class
3
roads-- the Kwuntong Road and the N gau Tau Tok Road. The Kwunton
Roads 120 feet wide with two 24 feet dual carriage sways and cycling
paths, acts as a convenient dividing line be*ween the residential-
commercial zone and the industrial zone of Kwuntong. Such a design
is important for it reduces the polluted air, noisy conditions and
repefent smell of the industrial zone to affect the residentill
zone. No less than ten bus routes link various parts of Kowloon with
Kwf untong. Ferry services from the Central Dintrict and Horth Point
to Kwuntong are operating.
Generally speaking, Kwuntong is a low -lying area with some
isbiated hills which are mostly less than 150 feet high. South of
the Kiuntong Road is a piece of reclaimed lane which is ultised for
industrial purposes. The proximity to the harbour and the Kwuntong
Road favour industrial developmeat. Resicential sites, requiring
fresh air, good harbour view and quiet enviroment, are mostly located
on the islltted hills. A good example is fotLad in the residential
zone in Yuet Wah Street. Yue Han Square which is surrounded by
residential blocks and enjoys a nodal location. is allotat to commercial.
-residential functions. Kwuntong's growth and development had been
planned by a development committee formed in 1953. And it follows that
very bit of land is used with a definite purpose thus forming a
patterned economical landuse. Therefore distinctive zones functioning
in different fields can be made out. Map VI.1 shows the different zones
of Kwuntong.
The iddustrial some hon an are of 160 aeres with 420
factories.Over 4.500 persons are employed. The most important
factories aro textilo and garnent factories.Tvo aajow posldonbiul
sonos are recogaisod rrou the map.The bigger one in the eastor soue
which is mado up of tho following ostates.1.The Kyuntong Rosttloment
Estate.2.Tho wo lok zstate,3.The yuct Wah otpoot rosidontial
estate.The western sone consts of the Gardem flats av the
Garden Estates which are mainly occup by rosid by rocidents of the loven
income group.1 Tho commopoial-residontial zome is sbout16 acres
in area with a total population of about 4.500.It is the commorcial contro
or kwuntong and the neighbourhood districts,o.g.Ngar Tou Yoh.Juch boy
Jordan Valley,Lyemun,Xau Tong and Che Ling.Tho commcpoial-pwoident-
ial zone io lgoally loouted on a piceo of flot and soiton dod by the
industrial zone to the torth and the residelbtiol sone to the sout
east and weat.Its nodol position is farther onboucod by the oyistonco
of a bus tersinus.Residents of east Kovloon can roach here caaily.
In additionm,the Kwuntortong Ferry is Uithin casy Valting diatonce from
this zone.In spite of all those.Local rosidents and factory vorkews
still form the major group of eustomars.
Generally speaking,Kwuntong is still a new toun.ts
development start from 1954 and in 1966 a survey of the comerciel
structure of Kwantong was carriod out by the Kwuntong Kaifong Assoointion
4.resijdents with a total household income of loss than s 1.000
per month.
5The findings are used have to commre with that of tho notral ouovi
carried out by the writor in 1970.The comparation servos to mounro
the changes resulted from these four years of growth.
TABLE VI.2 A COMPSPISON BEFWBEWHE UN HS AND HUHDDR OP
BUSINVSHS CARRTHD OUT IN KUUNTONGIN 1966&1970
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7In four short years Kuantong cxpesienced phenomenal
growth in population The congested urban area of Kowloon led to a
large influx of populatios to Kwustong where the population density
and land value were still comparativoly low, The raeid iaorease in
populatioa is reflecteod in the types of businese carried out in
Keuntiong ,To cater for the suddos growth of population ,the total
number of shops had increased from 329 to 475 from 1966-1970,. an
increase of over 44 percent .shops rondoring personal services and
retailing consaners goods rogistoned the Kishest pereorteso inereose
Hith the improvenent in the living sonditions of neople ,redio
and ,T,V sets have in recent yoar becoes arts of the cecessitics
in our daily life ,To-day rearly every fanily in HongKong owns a
radio and T.V, set ,Kwuntong is a naw town and the annual increase
of population is quite large ,Eearing this fact in mind ,the vory
high percentage inorease in these in these two fanctions in ossily undoretandable
Cther shops ,such as grocery, meat and egg, drng and medicino
physicien and dentists. pawn shops etc, also also grow considerably
in numder in proportion to the oncrease of population ,All the
above mentioned shops draw their custouers from neishbourbood districts
shops selling high order goods such as jewellery inereased only
slightly,This is due to the fact that Kwuntong is mainly inhaxited
by the middle and lower classes population ,Furthermore,resdients
of Kurntong prefer to go to the urban coutrss of Koeloon to duy
these goods.
8As shown in Hap VI.1.Kwuntong in divisablo the industrial
the residential and the commercial-residential zones.Commercial
activities are of neglignle imporance in the first two zones which
are beyond the scope of this chapter and will not be discussed.On
the other hand,the commercoal-residential zone is the chief comercial
social and commubal centro of kvuntong andits neighbourhood districts.
In the following paragraphs, a detailed study on the commopoial strueture
of Kwuntong is provised. Table VI.shows the ground floor use of the
commercial-residential zone.
TABLE VI.3 THE GROUNDFLOOR USE OF THE COMMERCTAL
RESJDENTIAL ZONE OF KWUNTONG.1970









































Source:from the Mriter's field survey.1970
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Grocery shops which are sometimes taken to denote the presence
of a residential zone rank the first in Table VI.3. The large number
of residential bocks nearby accounts for this. As far as the dactors
affecting grocery trade are concerned, proximity to customers is teh
most important. This fact can be illustrated by Map VI.2 which shows
the locatioal distribution of grocery shops. For example. the ribbon
pattern of grocery shops along Hip Wo Street which is facing the Yuet
Wah Street Private Tesidential Blocks show s the importance of proximity
to customers. Restaurants which have a wider trade area than grocery
shops draws it customwes from the whole district of Kunton and Eastern
Kowloon. It is therefore not surprising to find many restaurants spredd-
ing along Kwuntong Road ad Ngau Tau Kok Road where easy Communication
is provided. However, smaller restaurants catering for local residents
have similar locational Oistribution as grocery shops. (see Map VI.2)
The significance od commerce in Kwuntong can be illustrated by the
presence of seven banks in the commercial-residential zone. All of them
are located near to large factories to facilitate industrial dooelopment.
Within the commercial-residential zone, a commercial core
an be recognised, In Yu Man Square, all the ground floors and sixty
percentage of all the first floors are intensively used for commercial
purposes. It is the terminus of various bus routes and is centrally
located in relation to othet zones in Kwuntong. In addition , the
heaviest pedestrian flow of Kwuntong is recorded here. Table VI.4
serves to bring out the hard core characteristics.
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TABLB VI. 4 THE TYPES OF SHOPS FCUND IN YU MAN SGUATS
AND THE COMIUDRCIAL-RESIDMNTIALZOMB1970

















Source: From the writer's field survey
Neazly 8096 of all the shops1 selling high erder gseds are
loacted in Yu Men Square where communieation is very conveniem. These
shops require maximum accessibility and heavy pedentrian flow and have
very high rent-bid abilities. Functions sech as gas supply, borber,
sewing aachines etc. are unable to compete with them and are unimportant
in Yu Man square.(see Table VI. 4)
















The commercial -residential zone is bordered by two types
of residontial blocks ,i.c .the low-cost housing estates to the west
and the high class residential blocks to the east ,The difference in
the buying power between between these tvp types of residents is revealed by
studying the types of shops found near these housing estates.Table
VI.5 illustrates these favts
TABLE VI.5 THE TYPRES OF SHOPS FOUNP NEAR THE LOW COST
HOUSING ESTATES AND THC HIGH CLASS RESIDENTIAY
BLOCKSIN YUST WAHSTREET .1970
Types of Businese Hip Wo street(Facing Yuet)
Wah street


















































From the above table ,it can be seen that more shops selling
highor order goods are r corded in Hip Wo street. Ngau Tau Kok Road
on the other hand ,is usiportant for these goods,
With the exception of the commercial -residential zone ,the
upper floors of Kwuntong are used mainly for residential purposes,
Table VI.6 shows the first floor use of the commercial-residential
zone.
TABIE VI.THE FIRST FLOOR USE OF THH COFHERCIAI-RESIDRNTIAL
ZINE IN KWUNTONG,1970
Types of Business No Types of Business No
Restaurants 52 Photo Studios












source;from the writer's field survey
From the table,it can be observed that shops providing
personal services are most nunerous, These shops do not require
heavy pedestrain flow nor easy communication and are ideally located
in the first floors of the commercial residential zone,
CHAPTERVII
HAWKBRSIN HOHGKOHG
Hawkres are present in abundance in south-cast Asia,but
Hongkong has the highost hawker Aensity.At present,there are ever
50,000 1 hawkers,the density of hawkers per square mile in the
urban area reached 97,000.2 The following table illustrates the num ber
of hawkers per hundrod persous and the city density per square mile.
TABLE VII.1 MUNBER OF HAWKERS,KATIO OF HAWKERS
PER 100 POPULATIOB ANB CITT DIRBG
PER SQUAREMILB.SELECTED ASIAN CITIES






















Source:T,C,HcGRE,Hawkors in Selected Asian Cities.
1970.p.14.
Many definations have been proposed on "Hauhers"by
sociologists and geographers,but at present there is as yet not
a gonerally acceptod defination.3 In this chapter,hawicers refru
to those people selling foods or rendering personal servcies to
others in screets,public places or hawkers'Uazaars whether in
fixed-pitch or in mobile stalls.
11 The number of hawkers in Hongkong,according to a survey carrjod
but by the Urbun bervices Department in1969,was 50,793.
2 This figure has been generalised.The exact figure is 97.744.
3.Dr.T.C.Nagee ,in his'hawkers in Selected Asion Countries'
has devised several dofinations on hawkers.is.the Conceptual
Dofintion,the Cultural Defination and the Legal Defination.
2
Hawking belongs to a simple type of economy. Haskers are
small-scaled, mobile and irregular and represent a mors backward
type of retailing and service trade. In contrast to modern retailing,
the chain of doing business is not likely to be complex; e.g. the
means of distribrtion are not lekely to be very siphisticated. Hawking
is highly flexible and do not need to depend on fexed specialise
stalls and shops. The commodities they sold change frequently to
meet the changinf demands of customors. There is no definate locations
and time of doing buiness. This kind of highly flexitle trade has
tremendous influeace on the population of HongKong since most of them
belong to the lower income group. Furthermore. there are over 50,000
hawkers if one hawker earns for five persons, then one sixteenth of
the residents of HongKong are directly or indirectly dependant on
hawking to earn their livings, This important fact leads us to a
closer study of the hawkers in HongKong.
Genenally speaking, hawkers in HongKong are devsable into
the licensed and the unlicensen. These hawkers cna again be sub-divided
into the mobil-licensed, the static-licensen and the mobile-unlicensed
and the etatic-unlicensed.
One of the majr objections to hawking is the numerors
problwms creaated by them. Broadly speaking, hawking creates and int-
ensified traffic congestion. A typical example is foud in the'
Poor Men's Night Club' where hawkers' stalls are erected right in
the middle of Temple Street. Apart from this hawking also creates
obnoxious smell and noisy conditions. The cook-food stalls are
3not hygenic enough and this constitutes thrests to the hoalth of
general public In addition, hawkers are unfair to the ordinary
shop owners Who have to pay high rents for their shops.
From another point of view, hawkers render invaiucable
services to the community.Hawhing provides jobs to aged and
invalid people. After 1949,the influx of refugees from Chins.
resulted in a rapid increase of population. Factories and offices
are unable to absord absord all. Fortunoly,hawking provides a means
for them to earn their livinge.It is ture say that hawking is
a kind of economic absorber. Hawkers sell their good to ordinary
citizens at bargain prices. They are very useful in stabilising the
price of daily goods which have been going up rapidly in the past
few years. hawkers are present in spats of heavy pedestrain flow
and dense population. Citizens can the efore obtain their goods
easily, thus time is saved in travelling. Cook-foot stalls,providing
cheap foods,are particularly helpful to factory workers,studentn
and uanuel labourers who do not have tine to prepair their own food
and cannot afford to pay for thier lunches and dinners elsewhere.
A survey on the locational distribution of Hawkers in
Hongkong was carrind out by the Urban services Department in 1909.
Only genaine hawkers are recorded.Unfortunately,the mobility of
hawkers ishing.For example,in winter hawkors decroase greatly in
number and some may even give up hawking to join factorios.This
prosents some difficulties in the counting and rosults in some
unavoidable errors.The findins are tabulated in table V11.2
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TABIE VII.2 THE LCCATIONAL DISTHIBUTION OF
HAWKBKSIN HONGKONG1969.
Districts in Hongkong No. District in Howloen No.
Eastern 5.091 Mengkok 1975
Western 5,015 Shmmshuipe 4815
Wanehai 3,435 Kowlesn Citg 4126




Source:form the field survey carried out by the
Urban Herviees Bopartment in 1969.
Basing on the abore table,a loeational map thap (Nap VII.1)
is prepared.Nrom the map,it is posaible so dedace same general
rules goverming the distribution of huarhers.
Hawkers are marhet arientated,they are presont wherever
there are sustamers and it is generally perceived that sastamers of
hawkers seldom travel far to buy what they want. The number of
hawkors inoreanes proportionally to the population density.From
Nap vII.1,it is clear that the distribution of hanhors csincides w-
ith densely popnlabdd distriets of Hongkong.Few hawkers are recorded
in the Nid-levels,the leak and the moushorn part of Hongkong where
population densities are low.
5It is generally agreed that only loser and middle income
groups prurchase from hawkers. This fact can rradily be ebsorved by
comparing the hawker distribation map (Map VII.1) with the average
hasohoiseincome map (Map VII.2) Hawkers are mainly coneontrated
in distriots where the honsehole incone ranges from $ 300-8 750 per
month. They are eramplified by Shamshnipo, Mongkok, Western District
and the Eastern District of HongKong . In districts of higher household
income such as Tsimshatsni , Tai Hang, the Rid-levls and the Peak
where the household inoeme ranges from 8 750-$ 6,000 per manth, hwwkers
are generally absent. Another strong proof of the positive comoction
of hawkors with the low incone population is the high percontage
of hawkers in the resettlesent estates of Hongkong . There are 11,259
hawkers ont of a total of 50,793 in all resttlement estates.
Other factars affecting hawker location are severmont
polciy, socio-econosic ntrnotur of the population of Hongkong and
historic factors.
Hawkers reveal certain typical distribution patterns which
are controlled by the interaction of a number of factors. Of these
the number adn mirection of pedestrion flow, the neigbourhood land
use , goverment policy are most offectivo. In Hongkong, the pollwoing
distribution patterns are recognised: 1. Nucleated,2. Binear 3. keoalted
4. Ippegular.
Nucleated pattern is usually formed near markers and
hawker' bazaars. moblie adn static hawkers tand tdo radiate from
the ceres of markets or bazaars in all directions. More hawkers
tend to concontrate in the diractions where more pedestrains are
6
cominh. A typical example is found in Shumshuipo Market where
dense crowds of hawkers rsdiate from the market contre twoards
Pak HO Street, Tai MamStreet und Ya Chau Street where pedemtrain
flow is the thiekest,(See diagram VII. 1)
Kubaar Pattora normally developes in front of theatres
forries,near main roads nad along lanes joining prinoiple posde
at right angles. IN front of Shumshuipo ferry, the pamsonpors
are numeraous. Hawkers spread themsclves along Pak He Street which
is the rain Toute used by the ferry passenger to produce a typical
linecar pattorn.(see diagram VII.2) Hawkwes are prchibited to
do dusineas along mjor roads so as not ot obstract volicle trwffic
Most of the hawkers have to corry ont their basiness in lesa basy
steets. Since there are so man of them, thes gave to line themrlves
up in a linear pattern to tap the pedestrains moving from two major
roads. (see diagram VII.3) Another simdlar example in found along
Li Yuan Street which joins Des Bouex Toad and Queen's Moad contral
at right anles. Pedesmpaias rrequently make use of this street
as a short cut to Des Vosex Road or Queen's Road contral. Hawkers
line themselves up along the Li Yuan street resulting in a typieal
linear developesont. (see diagram VII.4)
Isolated pattern develops in less densely popalated axems
and in places where pedestrain flow is not heavy. These hawers
provide poersonal services and sell consemer goods to reight prhood
residents . Two types of isolated pattern are reeognised.
The street=-corner hawkers are located in soes less busy
street s which cannot support too many hawkers. Most of them hat
up thir stalls at the intersection of streets to tap more costoners.
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Another type of isolated hawkers is not located at street
corners.They are unaffected by pedestrain flow and often found
doing business in the middle parts of some quiet streets.They are
usually engaged in service business such as the meddingg of shoes.
and repairing elctrical appliances.Residents of neighbourhood areas
form their major source of customers.Diagrams VII.5&VII.6shovs
the locational distribution of these two types of isolated hawkers.
The last type is the irregular pattern.As its name impless.
re reveals no marked pattorn of distribution,This pattern is the
result of the interaction of a number of controlling factors.e.g.
the direction and volume of pedestrain flow.government policy and
neughbourhood landuse etc.
Hawkers are mostly mobile.they seek spots where businese
is good.In some place pedestrain flow isthick in the mirning;some
at night.Hawkers response accordingly.Occasionally.one finds an
area densely occupied by hawkers at their peak hours for business but
less than half of the hawkers are found only three of hours
later.Table VII.3shows the above facts.
TABLE VII.3 A TABLE SHOWING THE TEMPORARYVARIATON
IN THE NUMBEROF HAWKEPSALONGSHANFGHAISTREET

























Source;from the writer's field survey
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Hawking time varies from place to place. It is affectod by
landuse, density ofpopulation and socio-econmic atructure of the neigh-
bourhood residerts. For example, teh peak hawking eriod near a ferry
is different from that near a factory or a theatre.
Two peak hawkin periods are revealed in residental areas,
i.e at 11-12 noon and 5-6p.m. This fact can be proved by teh survey
carried out along Shanghai street. (see table VII. 3) During these two
periods, housewives wont to buy vogetables and food for their lunch
and dinner. Hawkers increased sreatly in number, For example, at 11-
12 noon there were 72 hawkers selling begetables but noly 61 hawkers
were recorded at 2-3 p.m. when most of the hosewives were working
at home, The total number of hawkers along Shanghai Street at 11-12
noon and at 5-6 p.m. were 200 and 216 respectively; but there were
noly 143 and 119 hawkers at 8-9 a.m. and 2.3 p.m. When nost of the
resudebts if Shanghai Street hd returned home, hawkers decreased
sharply in number,Similar findings were recorded in another residental
street-- Sai Yeung Choi Street. Table VII. 4 shows these facts.
TABLE VII.4 TABLE SHOWING THE TEMPORARYVARIATION IN THE
NUMBEROF HAWKERSAIONG SAI Y UNG CHOI STREET.
Time vegetables Fruit Edible Non Edible Total
9.a.m 54 12 29 14 109
11.a.m 59 11 30 16 116
1 p.m. 26 9 4 0 39
3 p.m. 32 11 13 2 58
5 p.m. 48 14 24 3 89
Souce: from the writer's field survey
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Diagm VII. 7 show a typical two-peak pattern of hawking
near easidental areas.
Another pattern showing two tomarkable peaks is be found
near ferries. These two periods occur in 8-9 a.m. and 6-7 p.m. when
office workers are leaving and returning home, Cook -food atalls
providing morning meals abound in the morning and decline rapiily
after 9 a.m. At 6-7p.m. hawkers selling fruit and cook-food to
returning office workers increase. The peak passes quickly after
7 .p.m when most of the passengers have returned home.(see diagram
VII.8)
In front of a theatre, a five-peak hawking pattern reachingtoo
a maximum at 7.p.m when the first show in the evening begins can be
seen from Diagram VII.9. The other four peaks coincide with the
otehr showing times.
A onepeak pattern is revealed in the Poor Men's Night Club'
at the junction 66 Jordan Rald and Temple street. In the morning.
it is used for parking and at night, the cars are vacated for hawkers.
It is conveniently connected with other districts or Kowloon which
are densely populated witeh middle-lower class workers. The wide range
of goods offered by the hawkers of the 'Poor Men's The club ' induce
residents of the nieghbourhood areas to leave their congested homes
to spend their leisure hours in the 'Poor Men's Night Club' at night.
Hawking atarts usually after 7.p.m and reaches a peak at 9.p.m.
when most ofthe residents haave already had thiir dinner, Diagram
VII. 10 shows the above facts.
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The types of goods sold by hawkers vary according to the
types of customer and locations which are In turn affected by the
landuse of surrounding areas. Deeper obearvatio finds out that
certain types of havers gather together under certain condition.
Table VII. 5 shows these facts.
TABLE VII.5 TYPES OF GOODSSOLD BY HAWKERS
IN DIFFERENT LOCARIONS 6
Location Types of hawkers
Near a Theatre Hawkers selling soft-drinks
and light meals.
Near a Market Hawkers aelling vegetables.
fruits.meat and household
goods
Near a Ferry Hawkers sselling light meals
soft drinks. fruits and
newspeper







clothings, food and household
goods
Night-hawkers Hawkers selling cooked food
clothings,. radios. records
Taniful goods and curios
wathes, fruit and shoes.
There is a definite location for different types of goods
to be located in a market place For example .dry goods such as
sundries ,clothings,shoes and slippers are found in the outer
ring of a market; fruits and drier foods in the second ring and
vegetables and fishes in the core of a market .Diagram vIII .11
is a diagrammatic represenvation of the above facts
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Three case studies, each representi ig am important period
1
of the history of Hongkong, will be discussed in detail to examine
the changing pattern of hawing trade in Hongkong..
In Hongkong, , hawking has a long history. It can b traced
back for over a century. Shortly. after the cessation of ongkong,
Queen a Road was first developed. Mobile cooked-food stalls sere
then set up to cater for the workers.. Later on, with the 'growth
of population and - the increasing prosperity, more and more hctukers
gathered in some densely populated areas. Hawker's bazaar Caere t'hur
forme Of these, the hawker's bazaar at the preset day Possession
2
Points-known to. the older. citizens of long o.ng as Tai Tat,wes
the largest., A study of this bazaar will be rewarding since it
represents the typical hawking trade in early Hongkong. E y co:p ari
this bazaar with present ones, it is possible to measure the changes
in many aspects of hawking trade in . HongkonG.
Map VII. 3 shows the location of Tai Tat gel, others iso
known as the Chinese Recreation Ground to the Europeans of HongKong
topographically speaking, Possession Point was an ideal place for
makers. It was a vacant piece of flat land, about 48.OOO sq.,on
a densely populated mountain slope of the Western Distract of Eongkong
aturally Tai Tat Tea became a place frequent 6d by hawkers of every
sort and was used unofficially by the general public as a recreational
ground. Later. on at the proposal of Astriet watch co ittee
1These three periods are 1850 .1950 and 1970
2. Tai Tat Tei means a large piece of flat land in chinese
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The Secretary of Chinese Aiffaires took over from Government and
turned it into a pleasure ground and thirty small brick and tile
stalls were built on either side of a large pavilion and were let
to letter writers, barbers and other trades. The pavilion was deviled
into booths. which were tented to hawkers selling food and drink.In
the open. space, other booths and tents were set by by jugglers, story
tellers,: animal exibitors etc. The following types of business were
recorded in Tai Tat Tel in 1860.
TABLE vuu. 6 THE TYPES OF BUSINESS II
TAITAT TEI IN 1860
Types of Business No. Types of Business No
Letter Writers 23 Second Hand Clothes 2
Fortune Tellers 13 Chinese Herbists 2
Barbers 8 Power Mills 2
Photo 4 Books 2
Light Refreshment Hats3 1
Electric Fitter I Glass Bottle I
Source: The Secretary for Home Affaires,
Hongkong Goverment,
Nearly sixtyothree percentaof all the fixed pitch hawkers
are engaged in service trade,e.g. barber, letter writer, electric
fitter etc. Retailing was relatively umiportant because of the low
buying power of the neighbourhood residents. letter writer represented
about thtrty-five percent of all the stall. The explanation for this
13
was the high degree of illiteracy of the residents.The close connection
of the people with their relatives in China from where most of them
came was another explanation . Similarly the large number of fortune
tellers in Tai Tat Tei was also the result of low educational standard
of the residents thers. Frequently they had to rely on super-natural
power to give them spiritual comfort. The Tai Tat Tei, continued to
be the pleasure ground of most of the residents of the estern Distriet
for many years. In september, 1962 many more hawkers movedintto this
bazaar which was then tegenerating into a mess of refuse, congestion
and unusual paraphermalia of baskers.boxes etc.which hewkers tended
to accunulate round their pitches. The illegal food haekers presonted
quite a health hazard, their cooking arrangement a fire hazard.In 1963
tentative proposalshad been made for the clearance of the whole
Tai Tat Tei andiitsore-development as a public amenity, including a
building containing a hawker bazaar office , childrens' library.
indoor games, childrens playground. The remainder of the site wonld
be developed as a publiu garden.To-day most of the above propocals
have been carried out and the famous possession Point which had beesn
the recreation ground for so many citisens of the Western District
is now no longer occupied by hawker stalls.
The Yau Ma Tei Public Square, otherwise known as Yung
Shui Tan to the Chinese , Was another famous hawker's bazaar in Hongkong.
It was one of the most frequently visisted bazaaars in the 1950s.
Map VII. 4 shows the location of this bazaar.
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The Yau Ma Tei Public Square had the advantsge of locating
near one of the most densely populated parts of howloon.It was
served by Nathan Road and Jordon Road--the two most important roads
of Kowloon. With the changes in time.the socio-economic strncture
and the density of population,the typos of business carried out in
the Yau Na Tel Public square were different from that of the Tai Tat
Tei. Table VII.7 shows the above facts.
TABLE VII.7 THE TYPHS OF BUSINESS CARRIEP OUT
IN THE YAU MA TEI PUBLIC SQUARS.1950































Source:from the Secretary for Home Affaires,
Hong Kong Goverment,
Yau Na Tei Public Square was mainly a commercial-residential
district and was different from Tai Tat which was surrounied by
resident blocks,The ronidonts of Yua Na Tei Fublic Bquare was
generally speaking.better off.This was reflected in the greater
percentage of retail functions in tho Yua Ma Tei Public Square.There
were.for example.four hawkers selling haberdashery in the Yau Ma
Tei Public Square but none was found in Tai Tat Tei.
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with the improvement in education, letter writers and
fortune tellers.which constituted about forty percent of all stalls
in Tai Tat Tei decreased to only seven percent in the Yau Na Tai
Public Square
In view of the lack of space available for urhu developnert
the Yau Ma Tei Public square was turned into a new civic centre in
1970. To--day, car parks, clinic and play round for childre otand
in the ground where many hawkers once earned their living
The estatilisbr cnt of the now civic centre
iigration of the hawkers of Yau a Tel Public 5quzia-re to the junction
of Jordan. Road aid Temple Street To-day the noisy neon lit Tomple
Street and Shanghai Street have been developed to fort a new poor
Hens' Night Club' in Kowloon. The nodal location draws hundreds of
customers from various parts of Kowloon. In addition, tourists are
alos attrabodd by this newly developed bazaar, Japonese, kuericnnu
are not infrequently found walking with curiosity along Tample Streets
By comparing the Tau Ma Tei public Square Bazaar with the
Temple Street Bazaar, it is possiblo to measure the chabges in,
many aspects of harking trade within the last twenty years,Table
V11. shows. the types of business carried out in .these two famous
bazaars.
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TABLB VII.8 A COMPARISONBETNERNRHB TRNES OF
HANKER'S BUSINESS IN 1950 and 1970
Types of 1950(Yaubatel) 1970(Temple street)
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The year 1950 was a misorable year as far as the coonmide
development of HongKong was concorned.The buying power of ordinary
citizens was low.Host of the hawkers were engaged in salling conrsuner
goods.However,in less than twenty years,HongKong has emerged again
to become one of the most prosperous cities of South-east Asia.The
prosperity in commerce, industry and toriom have greatly raised
the living standard of the residonts of HongKong,This is reflected
in the changes of hawking business.
Fashionable goods such as clothings,fanciful stockiags
become the major items of goods sold in the bresout day hawkers
bazaar.Twenty years ago,these goods could be purchased only in
large department stores but to-day.they aro within oasy reach of
the ordinary citisons of HongKong.The advance in mcdical knovlodge,
the improvement in education and the increase in the average household
income have resulred in the total absence of untrained dectists and
chinese herbists in the present day hawkers'basaar.Thanks to
the advance in science and the modern method of mass production.
gramophones,cassett radio and records and other electrical applians
which were consdiered to be extravagent even to wealth merechants
twenty years ago are now found in the present day hawkers'hazaar.
To cater for the increasing number of tourists.travelling bege,
curios etc.are also found.None of these items waserecorded in
1950.In sum.the rising standard of living ,the increasing population
the advance in scicne and medical knowlegge and the changing
socio-ecomic structure of the residents of ongkong result in
a drestic shift of hawking functions:a change of selling orfinary
consumer goods to more sophisticated items.
CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSION
The foregoing chapters show that the history or Hong Kong
is actually a history of commercial growthe Throughout the 130 Foars,
Hong Kong has witnedssed many storms which threatened to devorr and
destroy Hong Kong. Rxamples of this kind are only the numer-ous,
e.g. the 1920 strike, the Pacific Par, the 1967 riet ete. Fertnchtely,
Hong Kong survived every serioas blow and ererged to he sven stronger.
What magic force helps Hong Kong to survive there blowed Hong Kong
itself is only a small island poorly ondowed with nakural earmreos.
Besides, it is mountainous and not suitable for fernirg, Eomordrally
and politically, Hong Kong is, to a largo extent, undor the inlwnea
of her great neighbour. Under such adverse conditions, it in
surprising to see Hong Kong is, to a large extrant, under the imfluoces
drams no parallel in other paris of the world. Neet gesgronhers and
economists attrivute this to the ' magnificeat harbour' or the tcofel
position , of Hong Kong ,Theongh no noe can deny their important
contribrtion, a more important point, howevor , is often noglooted
by most of the scholars; the people of Hong Kong . no me, it is one
of Hong Kong's most valuablesassets. The chnese refnceoe proriao
the cheapest but strongest labour fbrce for Hong Kong, They are
willing to work long hours and are conterted to live in small cubiales
where living conditions are extremcly poor. In most tartbopke on the
economic growthoof Hong Kong ,undue emphasis has been placed on the
managerial skill of the Chinese merchants and the diplomatic
administration ofthe British. It seems unfair that the "silont
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majority' i.e. working population who suffer and contribute moet
to the economlc growt of Hong kong, is not given their apportioned
shara in the history of Hong Kong. Thoir adaptability and diligence
help tremendously to build up the prosperity of Hong Kong.
To day, the three econcmic pillars1 of Hong Kong are boing
seriously tested. It is high time now to reassess the potentials
foe their further dovelopaent.
Import/Export tradc deaclined importance aftor the U.S.
Enbargo in 1991 but statistics rovealed that in 1956, Import/Export
figuras had surpassad the pre-embargo pcriod. The fact that Chlna
and south Iast Asia ars still defioient in many manufactured products
explairs for the steady growth of Import/Export txade.with the
amelioration of the sino-American relatianship,the U.S. Fm rgo
was withdrawn in 1971 and wo ars Iookirg forward to better yeulm
of Import/Export trade ahead.
Indnstsial dsvolopmont took place very rapidly after 1949.
The number of workors ixcreased muny foldu ani export tigures mourted
rapidly. Unfortunataly, restrictictiondliets and protectionalists p vnil
over the wcrld to-day. quotas and limltations have beer inpooed on
Hong Kong prodacts. wioh the rising stamdard of Living, Hong Kong
products are no longer considered ohesp. The high iand vadue ot las
with the iaminent threat of the re-assessment of orown rent east
shadow on the indefinite future of Hong Kong's induotrial devlopment.
Furthrmore,the shortage of well-trained techuieians and menagorial
staff in factories arrest industrial growth. strangely euough, thore
is not oven one polytechnic Gollage in Honh Kong. Nouedays, many
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South-East Asian countries have begun to develop their own industries,
markets for Hong Kong products ard therefore decreasing. earing all
these facts in mind, the future development of industry is not very
optimistic. Industrialists should now congidered the possibility of
ghifting the traditional textile industry to semi-skilled and skilled
industries, like the assemblage of apare parts of semi-conductorsa,
cameras and televisions, electric products etc. A more practieable
way is to open up more new markets in developing countries other than
South-East Asia. Hong Kong Government should also play an active part
to promote the Hong Kong industries by re-assessing the high-rent policy.
The Central District
The previous chapters reveal clearly that there is not a
comprehensive, long term policy for the development of commerce in
Hong Kong, and the Government is often accused of being short-sighted
and too business-minded. Pight from the sale of iand along the waterfront
of the Central District in 1842, numerous problems were created. To-
day, the high-rent policy and the hope to get as much as possible
from the crown land create even much more dissatisfaction among
the general public. commercial sites in the Central District are sold
at Very high prices. Consequently, rents of shops and offices sour
up, resulting in an inflation. This is fatal to commerce and trade.
Another ocular prooff of the lock of a long term town planning
is the existence of the Central market in the Central District. Ropellent
smell was given off from the market in the busiest part of the commercial
core. This draws no parallel in any other modern cities. This extensive
and precious sites should be allocated to commercial activities. For
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the same reason, the Fire Services stavices station is also not properly sited
in the Hard Core and results in a wasteful use of land.
Reclaeation took place in Hong Kong since 1843 and there is
not a decade without reclamation , To-day, nearly all the possible
sites for reclamation have been exploited and the harbour is
diminishing in size. This is particularly obvious along the coast
of Contral District whore the searcity of land is seriouslly felt. It
remains now for the government to contemplate a more practicable way
of solving the problem of the lack of land for commercial development.
The solving the commercial centres to the west has been taking place
in recent years. Unfortunately narrow dirty streets of the old Chinese
Commercial Contre dotor the comstruction of modern office buldings.
New commercial blocks can only be erected along the coast of the
Chinese Commercial Some where roads are wider. Further extension
towards the West is barred by the Shoung Wan Market, Fowadays, nearly
all possible office sites in the West have been converted in to new,
modern commercial buildings. In the future, eastward extension of
the Commercial Centro seems to be the only possible solution. Unfortunately
the Dockyard and the Murray Barrack form two barriers to the Eastward
extension of the Central District. The barracks and the Naval Yards
are typical examples of the misuse of land.Barracks and Naval Yards
were mecessary only in the early yesrs of Hong Kong when laws and
regulations were still not fully cstablished and when communication
was poor. Armies had to be located near to urban centres t put down
and disturbances. To-day, when everything is properly installed, the
Murray Barrack and the Naval Yards still remain to be abused . Iand
scacity in the Central Distriet can be solved easily id these 2 sites
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are released for coamere1ai.i purposes atd rents for shops and offices
would certainly drop,
With the . completion of the Crows- Barba tunnel in 1972,
the Central, Go mere.aJ. District would inevitably be shifted towards
Wanchai and the removal of the Barracks and the Maval Yardo would
link wanchai with the central District to form a new commercial ribbon,
trade and commerce of Hong Kong will cetainly be promted.
In the early years of the growth of the Central District.
the Commercial Core lied along Queen 's Road Central,The succeeding
years witnessed the gradiual movoment of the commercial centre towards
the coast ,i.e.from queen's Road to Connanght Road.To-day.this
tendency is becoming more apparent,the newly reclaimed sitos faoing
Connaught Road will certainly become commercial hara coro in
the future.It is high time no for the goverment to considen
carefully the future land use of this newly reclaimed site.
Another problem on the development of commerce in the central
District is the traffic cogestion.The mini-bus creates as many
problems as it sets to solve.Eottle-necks are looated at various
parts of the Central District and this results in the unnecesary
waste of time.It takes sometimes more than 30 minutes to travel
from lce House Stree to the Central Market.This is partioularly
true during rush hours when pedestrian flow is thick. The time and
money wasted in traveling affect business transaction.Pedestrian
subway and fly-ovors have already boon constructed but yesults are
still disappointing.The Traffic Department should now re-assss the
overall situation of the communication problem of the Central District




Tourism provides one of the major sources of the natioal
income, uop the suocess of which many people of Hong Kong rely.
The Hong Kong Tourist Association pointed out that tourism brought
a turnover of $1,200 million in 1970, Tsimshatsui typifies tourist
trade. In recent years, commercail blight prevails over this district,
vacancy rate of shops is high. The high rent policy accounts for
this mainly. Goods are no longer sold at competitive prices and
gradually Hong Kong has lost her fame as the Shoppers' paradise.
In 1971, a survey of The Hong Kong Tourist Assodation established
that 6% of all the shops were running at a loss. Tent increase,
recently reported as driving many department stores and shops out of
business, had affected some 7% of the shop s which suffered 60%
increase in rent. To a certain extont, the Government is to be blamed
for advocating the high rent policy which would overtually kill the
hen that lay the golden eggs.
Another reason for the decline of to rist trade is poor
service. In a searching survey into tourist shopping and retail
trade in Hong Kong made by the research section of the Hong Kong
Tourist Association, the report describes it as 'regrettable' that
one in five shop-assistants adopts a negative attitude twards
customers including tourists. An effective retail trade assocition
would help peo the higher standard of service, and organization
could hely inerease the standard of workmanship and management.
The withdrawal of U.S. servicemen is a fatal blow to
most of the bars adn pleasure housee in Tsimshatsui, In addition,
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the social security of Hong Kong is threatened by the current occurences
of murder and plunder, This has affected the night-life of Tsimshatsui
to some extent, and resulteed in its being less attractive to tourists
and local residents. Tsimshatsui has gradually lost some of her
glamour and luster.
Similar to the Central District, the development of Tsimshatsui
shows the lack of careful town planning. The Police Station and the
Post Office along Salisbury Road are typical examples of the misuse
of land. These governmnnt offices occupy sites of peak land value
in Tsimshatsui. - furthermore, the Police Station, standing on a hill,
presents a barrier to pedestrian flow and hinders commercial development
of the part west of the Police Station. The Whitfield barrack which.
has now been largo to be a park - at least half of the area of the Park
It is too largo to be a park - at least half of the area of the Park
should be released for functions to attract tourists - for examplo,
a Kowloon City Hall.
Hawkers
Hawking has a long history and this trade involves nearly
one-tenth of the population of Hong Kong. It creates many problems,
such as obstruction to traffic,threat to sanitation etc. and yet they
render invaluableservices to the community. Regarding the hawker
problems, the government has formulated plans to solve them, but
none has so far been successful. One basic principle however must
be acknoeledged before proceeding to solving the hawker problom - havking
cannot be wiped off. The reasons are that not only are haekers helpful
to the community but the government has not adequate financial resources
and manpower to deal with them
while adnitting that hawkers are essential to the community
the only way of solving hawker problem is to control them e.g. to reduce
traffic congestion ,to inprovo sanitary conditions and to minimis
noises created by them,This meabs usually the relocation of haukors
This has been carried out by the Urban Serbuces Departaebt but relocated
sites are usually too remote from their customers ,soon,the origiaal
streets would be studded with howkers again. This brings us to the
question- is relocation feasible? The answer to this question is
positive, But this can only be carried out after a thoroagh hawkor
survey, It is doubtful whother there is any careful research carried
out by the govornment before any relocation is carried out ,The Marble
Road Hawkers Bazaar for example has met with failure , Hawkers soved
into this Bazaor found businoss poor and most of them vacated from it,
Another point to be raised here is the lack of co-ordingtion between
various govexnment deartments in solving hawker problems and the lack
of sympathetic attitude of some government officials to bawkers
It is hoped that in future, the government should devote
more time, monay and manpower to solve the hawker probloms which
affect the welfare of so many residents in Hong Kong

APENDIX A
Chapter one provides the physical an economical background
to the study of the commercial geography of Hongkong. Various factors
such as relief climate, population etc are, examined in deteil
Chapter two traces the VERTICAL GROWTHof the commerce of
Hongkong from 1842-1950.Basing chiefly on the Chipping returns
and population growth of Hongkong, five economic periods are delineated
The factors affecting the economic development of each period are
discussed,.
Chapter three traces the HORIEONFPALDEVSLOPMDRTof the
commerce of HongKong. The 1ocational Changes of the chief commercial
cenres of HongKong f are examined. Chapter two and
three together provids a crass-osectiona1 study on the HTSTORIOAL
development of the commerce of Hongkong.
Chapter four, five and six examine the PRESENTCommercial
structures of three typical commercial districts. Tsinshatsui,
Kwuntong and the oentra1 District are selected to represent the
three. major types of corp aercial activities is HongKong--i.e. tourist
trade, import and export trade and neighbourhood trade. The
characteristic features of each district are closely exarfinod and
compared
Chapter seven at er: pt s to study an im gortant , though
neglected branch of retail trade.-hawking.The types businesses
the goods sold by them and the locational distribution of hawkers
etc.are carefully studied. Two case studies on the early hawkir'
business are, also examined,
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